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Abstract
Sentiment analysis is a sub-field of natural language processing. Generally,
it deals with an automatic extraction and analysis of sentiments, opinions,
emotions, and beliefs expressed in written text.
Sentiment analysis has become a mainstream research field since the early
2000s. Its impact can be seen in many practical applications, ranging from
analysing product reviews to predicting sales and stock markets using social
media monitoring.
In order to correctly identify the sentiment hidden in a text, we need to
sufficiently understand the meaning (semantics) of the text. However, the
semantics of a sentence with figurative language can be quite different from
the same sentence with literal meaning. Misinterpreting figurative language
such as irony, sarcasm, and metaphor represents a significant challenge in
sentiment analysis.
This thesis studies document-level sentiment analysis, aspect-based sen-
timent analysis, sarcasm detection, and the impact of figurative language on
sentiment analysis. We place special emphasis on the Czech language.
Our research includes the creation of data resources for both document-
level and aspect-based sentiment analysis, experiments with data prepro-
cessing, feature selection, various features e.g. using semantic models, neural
networks, classifiers, and pioneer research into sarcasm detection in Czech.
We also explore the impact of figurative language on sentiment analysis.
Abstrakt
Analy´za sentimentu je podu´loha zpracova´n´ı prˇirozene´ho jazyka, ktera´ se
obecneˇ zaby´va´ automatickou extrakc´ı a analy´zou pocit˚u, na´zor˚u, emoc´ı a
prˇesveˇdcˇen´ı vyja´drˇeny´ch v psane´m textu.
Analy´za sentimentu se stala hlavn´ı oblast´ı vy´zkumu jizˇ od pocˇa´tku no-
ve´ho tis´ıcilet´ı. Dopad analy´zy sentimentu lze pozorovat v mnoha prakticky´ch
aplikac´ıch, od analy´zy recenz´ı produkt˚u azˇ po prˇedpoveˇdi prodeje a akciovy´ch
trh˚u pomoc´ı monitorova´n´ı socia´ln´ıch me´di´ı.
Abychom spra´vneˇ identifikovali sentiment obsazˇeny´ v textu, mus´ıme do-
statecˇneˇ pochopit vy´znam (se´mantiku) textu. Se´mantika veˇty s obrazny´m
vyja´drˇen´ım vsˇak mu˚zˇe by´t zcela odliˇsna´ od te´zˇe veˇty s doslovny´m vy´zna-
mem. Nespra´vna´ interpretace obrazny´ch vyja´drˇen´ı, jako je ironie, sarkasmus
a metafora, prˇedstavuje za´vazˇny´ proble´m v oblasti analy´zy sentimentu.
Na´sˇ vy´zkum zahrnuje tvorbu datovy´ch zdroj˚u jak pro analy´zu sentimentu
na u´rovni dokument˚u, tak pro aspektoveˇ orientovanou analy´zu sentimentu,
da´le pak experimenty s prˇedzpracova´n´ım dat, vy´beˇrem prˇ´ıznak˚u, r˚uzny´mi
prˇ´ıznaky naprˇ´ıklad s vyuzˇit´ım se´manticky´ch model˚u, neuronovy´mi s´ıteˇmi,
klasifika´tory a pr˚ukopnicky´ vy´zkum detekce sarkasmu v cˇesˇtineˇ. V pra´ci zkou-
ma´me take´ dopad pouzˇit´ı obrazny´ch vyja´drˇen´ı na analy´zu sentimentu.
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Part I
Introduction
1
1 Introduction
Sentiment analysis is a sub-field of natural language processing (NLP) that
usually employs machine learning, computational linguistics, and data min-
ing. Generally, it deals with an automatic extraction and analysis of senti-
ments, opinions, emotions, and beliefs expressed in written text.
Sentiment analysis has become a mainstream research field since the early
2000s. Its impact can be seen in many practical applications, ranging from
analysing product reviews [Stepanov and Riccardi, 2011] to predicting sales
and stock markets using social media monitoring [Yu et al., 2013]. The
users’ opinions are mostly extracted either on a certain polarity scale or on a
binary (positive, negative) scale; various levels of granularity are also taken
into account, e.g. document level, sentence level, or aspect-based sentiment
[Hajmohammadi et al., 2012].
In order to correctly identify the sentiment hidden in a text, we need to
sufficiently understand the meaning (semantics) of the text. If we understand
the meaning then we will also uncover the sentiment hidden in the text. Thus
substantial part of this thesis is dedicated to using distributional semantics
to improve sentiment analysis.
A particularly important aspect of semantics is figurative language. The
semantics of a sentence with figurative language can be quite different from
the same sentence with literal meaning. Misinterpreting figurative language
such as irony, sarcasm, and metaphor represents a significant challenge in
sentiment analysis. However, the impact of figurative language on sentiment
analysis has not yet been studied in depth.
Most of the research in automatic sentiment analysis of social media has
been performed in English and Chinese, as shown by several surveys [Liu and
Zhang, 2012, Tsytsarau and Palpanas, 2012]. Thus we place special emphasis
on sentiment analysis in Czech.
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1.1 Motivation
There are many researchers trying to surpass the latest best results and
achieve the state of the art in English sentiment analysis by using hand-
crafted features. This approach may result into overfitting the data. How-
ever, sentiment analysis in Czech has not yet been thoroughly targeted by
the research community.
Czech, as a representative of inflectional languages, is an ideal envir-
onment for the study of various aspects of sentiment analysis (overview or
breadth study of sentiment analysis if you will). It is challenging because
of its very flexible word order, multiple negatives, and many different word
forms for each lemma.
We conceive this thesis to deal with several aspects of sentiment analysis.
The breadth of this thesis can lead to more general view and better un-
derstanding of sentiment analysis. We can reveal and overcome unexpected
obstacles, create necessary evaluation datasets and even come up with new
creative solutions to sentiment analysis tasks.
Thus the aim of this doctoral thesis is to study various aspects of senti-
ment analysis with the emphasis on the Czech language.
1.2 Thesis Goals
The following goals were set for this thesis in author’s Ph.D. thesis expose´
[Hercig, 2015]. While the underlying goal is to propose novel methods for
improving performance of sentiment analysis with special emphasis on inflec-
tional languages (e.g. Czech), the focus is on the following research tasks:
1. Deal with specific properties of Czech language in the sentiment ana-
lysis environment.
2. Use additional semantic and/or syntactic information to improve sen-
timent analysis.
3. Explore the influence of figurative language (e.g. sarcasm) on sentiment
analysis.
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1.3 Outline
Chapter 2 describes the challenges in sentiment analysis and formulates the
basic sentiment and aspect-based sentiment definitions.
It is necessary to define the state-of-the-art techniques before some results
are presented, thus Chapter 3 is devoted to machine learning techniques. The
commonly used features for sentiment analysis are covered in Chapter 4.
Distributional semantic models are introduced in Chapter 5. Semantic
models can be used as additional sources of information for sentiment ana-
lysis.
The related work for sentiment analysis is presented in Chapter 6.
The rest of this thesis describes our experiments and results and repres-
ents our contribution related to the sentiment analysis task.
Chapter 7 covers our in-depth research on machine learning methods for
document-level sentiment analysis of Czech social media.
In Chapter 8 we describe our approaches to the aspect-based sentiment
analysis task in Czech and English.
Chapter 9 presents the first attempt at using neural networks for senti-
ment analysis in Czech.
Chapter 10 describes our approach to sarcasm detection in Czech and
English.
We explore the effect of figurative language on sentiment analysis in
Chapter 11.
Chapter 12 summarizes our work, fulfilment of the thesis goals and reveals
our future plans.
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2 Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis in general is not only connected to opinions but to emo-
tions, feelings, and attitudes as well. Sentiment polarity assigns a sentiment
label (e.g. positive, negative, and neutral) to texts, however it is only a part
of this field. In this thesis we mainly focus on the sentiment polarity task.
This chapter describes the core problems of the current state-of-the-art
algorithms and presents the formal definition of sentiment analysis.
2.1 Challenges
In this section we present the most important issues in sentiment analysis.
The sentiment polarity of a word may have opposite orientations in differ-
ent contexts. The word “loud” is generally negative (“the fan is very loud”),
however in a certain situation it can be positive (“wow the speakers are really
loud”).
A sentence containing sentiment bearing words may not express any sen-
timent. This frequently happens in questions and conditional sentences, e.g.
“Could you tell me which printer is the best?” and “If I can find a good
laptop in the shop, I will buy it.”. Both sentences contain a positive senti-
ment bearing word, but neither expresses a positive or negative opinion on
any specific product. However, not all questions and conditional sentences
express no sentiments, e.g. “Does anyone know how to get this terrible camera
to work?”.
Other aspects of subjective texts related to sentiment can be considered
important as well. Various emotions such as anger, fear, disgust, happiness,
sadness, and surprise can be extracted from affected texts in order to de-
termine the state of mind of the author. This affected state can be later used
to switch to a different mode of sentiment interpretation or hateful posts
filtering in forums [Pang and Lee, 2008].
6
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Sarcastic sentences with or without sentiment bearing words are hard to
deal with, e.g. “What a great car! It stopped working in two days.” Sarcasm
will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 10.
Many sentences without sentiment bearing words can also imply opinions.
These sentences usually express some factual information in an objective
manner. The sentence “This printer uses a lot of ink” implies a negative
sentiment about the printer since it uses a lot of resource (ink). This sentence
is objective as it states a fact.
Unlike factual information, opinions, and sentiments have an important
characteristic, namely, they are subjective. Single opinion from one person
represents only the subjective view of that single person. It is thus important
to examine a collection of opinions from many people rather than only a single
person. Product reviews are highly focused with little irrelevant information
and rich with opinions. They allow us to see different issues more clearly
than from other forms of opinion text.
Texts from various sources have their own specific problems. Twitter
postings (tweets) are short (at most 140 characters), informal, and use many
Internet slangs and emoticons. Twitter postings are easier to analyse due to
the length limit because the authors are usually straight to the point, but
you have to deal with the Twitter specific slang [Liu, 2012].
Forum discussions are perhaps the hardest to deal with because the users
there can discuss anything and also interact with one another. Different
application domains are also considered very difficult to deal with. Social
and political discussions are much harder than opinions about products and
services, due to complex topic and sentiment expressions [Liu, 2012].
The task of aggregating and representing sentiment of one or majority of
documents is called sentiment summarization. Since the amount of informa-
tion available on the Internet is huge, a brief overview of market sentiment
can be very helpful for both customers and producers. Unlike humans, auto-
matic summarization should be unbiased, quick, and accurate. Moreover,
the average human reader could have considerable difficulty doing the same.
There are even individuals who give fake opinions in reviews and forum
discussions to promote or to discredit target products, services, organizations,
or individuals. The fake opinions are called opinion spam and the authors
are called opinion spammers. Opinion spamming has become a major issue.
There is no easy way to detect these fake opinions [Liu, 2012].
7
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2.2 Definition of Basic Sentiment Polarity
An opinion is a quadruple (G,S,H, T ) [Liu, 2012], where
- G is the sentiment target,
- S is the sentiment about the target,
- H is the opinion holder,
- T is the time when the opinion was expressed.
Sentiment analysis can be done on different levels of granularity:
• Document level is usually used on various reviews, where the task is
to determine the overall sentiment towards the target (e.g. product or
movie).
• Sentence level analyses the overall sentiment of a sentence.
• Aspect-based sentiment analysis focuses on the precise features (as-
pects) of the sentiment target. Aspect-based sentiment analysis will be
discussed in Sections 2.3 and 6.3.
• Word level identifies the polarity of words. For more information see
Section 6.2.
Let us use the term entity to denote the target object that has been
evaluated. An entity is a product, service, topic, issue, person, organization,
or event. It is described with a hierarchy of parts, sub-parts, and so on, and
a set of attributes. Each part or sub-part also has its own set of attributes
[Liu, 2012]. Figure 2.1 shows an example of such hierarchy.
This entity (hierarchy of any number of levels) needs a nested relation to
represent it. Recognizing parts and attributes of an entity at different levels
of detail is extremely hard, fortunately most applications do not need such
complex analysis. Thus, we simplify the hierarchy to two levels and use the
term aspects to denote both parts and attributes. In the simplified tree, the
root node is still the entity itself, but the second level (also the leaf level)
nodes are different aspects of the entity. This simplified framework (Figure
2.2) is what is typically used in practical sentiment analysis systems. Note
that in the research literature, entities are also called objects, and aspects
are also called features (or product features).
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Figure 2.1: Example entity (laptop), its parts (rounded rectangle), sub-parts
(rectangle) and attributes (hexagon). Clouds represent omitted hierarchical
structures.
Figure 2.2: Example entity (laptop) and its aspects (rhomboids). Cloud
represents omitted aspects.
2.3 Definition of Aspect-Based Sentiment
An opinion is a quintuple (Ei, Aij, Sijkl, Hk, Tl) [Liu, 2012], where
- Ei is the name of an entity,
- Aij is an aspect of Ei,
- Sijkl is the sentiment about aspect Aij of entity Ei expressed by Hk at
the time Tl,
9
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- Hk is the opinion holder,
- Tl is the time when the opinion is expressed by Hk.
The entity Ei and its aspects Aij together represent the opinion target.
The sentiment Sijkl is positive, negative, or neutral, or expressed on a certain
polarity scale, e.g. 1 to 5 stars as used by most review sites. Special aspect
GENERAL is used to denote an opinion on the entity itself as a whole.
In this definition, subscripts are used to emphasize that the five pieces of
information in the quintuple must correspond to one another. That is, the
opinion Sijkl must be given by opinion holder Hk about aspect Aij of entity
Ei at time Tl. Each of these five components is essential and any mismatch
is problematic in general.
For example, in the sentence “The English adore him but the Spanish hate
him.” it is clearly important to distinguish between the two opinion holders.
The time component may seem not very important, but in practise an opinion
expressed two years ago is not the same as an opinion expressed yesterday.
The definition does not cover all possible ways to express an opinion. The
definition would be too complex if it did, and thus would make the problem
extremely difficult to solve. However, the definition is sufficient for most
applications.
The limits of this simplification are evident, e.g. in the case of a com-
parative opinion. Comparative opinion expresses a relation of similarities or
differences between two or more entities and/or a preference of the opinion
holder based on some shared aspects of the entities [Liu, 2012].
There are other situations in which a more complex definition would be
needed. For example, the situation in“This car is too small for a tall person”,
which does not say the car is too small for everyone. The context of the
opinion is an important information, which is not covered in the simplified
definition.
Furthermore, we simplified the hierarchical structure of an entity. If we
want to study different aspects of an aspect (e.g. phone battery and its price
and capacity), then we need to treat an aspect (battery) of an entity (phone)
as a separate entity.
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Definition from Semantic Evaluation Workshop
The semantic evaluation workshop (SemEval) is an important series of work-
shops studying multiple tasks. Sentiment analysis is one of the tasks. There
are several ways to define aspects and polarities.
The definition of the aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) task from
SemEval 2014 [Pontiki et al., 2014] distinguishes two types of aspect-based
sentiment for aspect terms and aspect categories. Thus, the whole task is
divided into four subtasks.
The later SemEval’s ABSA tasks [Pontiki et al., 2015, 2016] further dis-
tinguish between more detailed aspect categories and associate aspect terms
(targets) with aspect categories.
SemEval 2014
• Subtask 1: Aspect Term Extraction (TE)
Given a set of sentences with pre-identified entities (e.g. restaurants),
the task is to identify the aspect terms present in the sentence and
return a list containing all the distinct aspect terms.
Our server checked on us maybe twice during the entire meal.
→ {server, meal}
• Subtask 2: Aspect Term Polarity (TP)
For a given set of aspect terms within a sentence, the task is to de-
termine the polarity of each aspect term: positive, negative, neutral,
or bipolar (i.e. both positive and negative).
Our server checked on us maybe twice during the entire meal.
→ {server: negative, meal: neutral}
• Subtask 3: Aspect Category Extraction (CE)
Given a predefined set of aspect categories (e.g. price, food), the task is
to identify the aspect categories discussed in a given sentence. Aspect
categories are typically coarser than the aspect terms of Subtask 1, and
they do not necessarily occur as terms in the given sentence. In the
analysed domain of “restaurants”, the categories include food, service,
price, and ambience.
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We were welcomed by a very nice waitress and a room with
time-worn furniture.
→ {service, ambience}
• Subtask 4: Aspect Category Polarity (CP)
Given a set of pre-identified aspect categories (e.g. food, price), the task
is to determine the polarity (positive, negative, neutral, or bipolar) of
each aspect category.
We were welcomed by a very nice waitress and a room with
time-worn furniture.
→ {service: positive, ambience: negative}
SemEval 2016
The ABSA task from SemEval 2016 [Pontiki et al., 2016] has three subtasks:
Sentence-level (SB1), Text-level (SB2), and Out-of-domain ABSA (SB3).
The subtasks are further divided into three slots. The following example
is from the training data (including the typographical error).
• 1) Aspect Category Detection – identify (predefined) aspect cat-
egory – entity and attribute (E#A) pair.
The pizza is yummy and I like the atmoshpere.
→ {FOOD#QUALITY, AMBIENCE#GENERAL}
• 2) Opinion Target Expression (OTE) – extract the OTE referring
to the reviewed entity (aspect category).
The pizza is yummy and I like the atmoshpere.
→ {pizza, atmoshpere}
• 3) Sentiment Polarity – assign polarity (positive, negative, and neut-
ral) to each identified E#A, OTE tuple.
The pizza is yummy and I like the atmoshpere.
→ {FOOD#QUALITY - pizza: positive,
AMBIENCE#GENERAL - atmoshpere: positive}
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2.4 Sentiment Analysis of Inflectional Languages
Highly inflectional languages such as Czech are hard to deal with because of
the high number of different word forms. Czech is even more challenging be-
cause it has very flexible word order. Czech language permits and frequently
uses double even a triple negation in one sentence, thus making it difficult for
computers to understand the meaning of the sentence. Moreover, the subject
can be omitted if it is known from the context.
Text is often preprocessed by various techniques in order to reduce the
dictionary size. The importance of this preprocessing phase depends on the
language. For highly inflectional languages like Czech, stemming or lem-
matization is almost mandatory because it is necessary to reduce the high
number of different word forms.
Lemmatization identifies the base (dictionary) form of a word which is
known as the lemma. Stemming finds the base form of each word, usually
by removing all affixes. The result of stemming is called stem. Sometimes a
list of stop words is used to filter out words which occur in most documents
and have only a small impact on the results.
2.5 Evaluation Criteria
Sentiment analysis is evaluated by accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure
(also denoted as F-score or F1 score).
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Sentiment analysis can be treated as a text classification problem. The stand-
ard approach is to classify a document as being positive or negative using a
machine learning algorithm (classifier). The performance of sentiment ana-
lysis is strongly dependant on the applied classifier.
Machine learning algorithms essentially learn and store characteristics of a
category from the data during a training phase. This is achieved by observing
the properties of the annotated training data. The acquired knowledge1 is
later applied to determine the best category for the unseen testing dataset.
The training and testing datasets are both annotated by sentiment labels.
Various model validation techniques can be used depending on the data-size.
Cross-validation is commonly used for sentiment analysis evaluations. The
annotated dataset is split into k equal parts, then the first part is treated
as the testing data and the rest as training data, this selection process is
repeated for each of the parts. Each part is used exactly once as the testing
data.
The de-facto standard for sentiment analysis are the Maximum Entropy
classifier and Support Vector Machines (SVM) classifier, however a simple
Naive Bayes classifier is often used as a baseline for evaluation. Recently the
standard is gradually being taken over by neural networks.
We also present a brief overview of neural networks in Section 3.4, how-
ever for a detailed description see e.g. [Graupe, 2013, Schmidhuber, 2015,
Goodfellow et al., 2016].
3.1 Naive Bayes Classifier
The Naive Bayes (NB) classifier is a simple classifier commonly used as a
baseline for many tasks. The model computes the posterior probability of
1Trained classification model with parameters.
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a sentiment label based on predefined features in a given text as shown in
equation 3.1, where s is the sentiment label and x is the feature vector created
from the given text.
P (s|x) = P (x|s)P (s)
P (x)
(3.1)
sˆ = arg max
s∈S
P (s)P (x|s) (3.2)
The NB classifier is described by equation 3.2, where sˆ is the assigned
sentiment label. The NB classifier makes the decision based on the maximum
a posteriori rule. In other words it picks the sentiment label that is the most
probable. The NB classifier assumes conditional independence of features.
3.2 Maximum Entropy Classifier
The Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) classifier is based on the Maximum En-
tropy principle. The principle says that we are looking for a model which will
satisfy all our constraints in the most general way. We are looking for the
maximum value of the Entropy. We want to find the conditional probability
distribution p(s|x) with maximum Entropy H.
arg max
p(s|x)
H(s|x) = −
∑
x
p(x)
∑
s
p(s|x) log p(s|x) (3.3)
To define a constraint we firstly need to define a feature. A feature is
typically a binary function2. For example, consider the following dictionary
feature designed to capture positive emoticons in the given text x.
f(x, s) =
{
1 if s is positive and x contains a positive emoticon
0 otherwise
(3.4)
The constraint is then defined as equality of mean values for a given
feature.
Ep(fi(x, s)) = Ep˜(fi(x, s)) (3.5)
2 In general any non-negative function can be used.
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Ep˜(fi(x, s)) is the mean value of a feature computed over the training data
and Ep(fi(x, s)) is the mean value of the model. It is guaranteed that such
a model exists, it is unique and follows the maximum-likelihood distribution
(equation 3.6)[Berger et al., 1996].
p(s|x) = 1
Z(x)
exp
∑
i
λifi(x, s) (3.6)
The fi(x, s) is a feature and λi is a parameter to be estimated. Z(x) is
just a normalizing factor and ensures that p(s|x) is a probability distribution.
Z(x) =
∑
s
exp
∑
i
λifi(x, s) (3.7)
Various training algorithms can be used for finding appropriate paramet-
ers. Limited memory Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (L-BFGS) method
[Nocedal, 1980] proved very good performance.
3.3 SVM Classifier
Support Vector Machines (SVM) is a machine learning method based on
vector spaces, where the goal is to find a decision boundary between two
classes that represents the maximum margin of separation in the training
data [Manning et al., 2008].
SVM can construct a non-linear decision surface in the original feature
space by mapping the data instances non-linearly to an inner product space
where the classes can by separated linearly with a hyperplane.
Support Vector Machines
Following the original description [Cortes and Vapnik, 1995] we describe the
principle in the simplest possible way. We will assume only binary classifier
for classes y = −1, 1 and linearly separable training set {(xi, yi)}, so that the
conditions 3.8 are met.
w · xi + b ≤ −1 if yi = −1
w · xi + b ≥ 1 if yi = 1 (3.8)
Equation 3.9 combines the conditions 3.8 into one set of inequalities.
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1
|w0|
1
|w1|
Figure 3.1: Optimal and suboptimal hyperplanes.
yi · (w0 · x + b0) ≥ 1 ∀i (3.9)
SVM search the optimal hyperplane (equation 3.10) that separates both
classes with the maximal margin. The formula 3.11 measures the distance
between the classes in the direction given by w.
w0 · x + b0 = 0 (3.10)
d(w, b) = min
x;y=1
x ·w
|w| − maxx;y=−1
x ·w
|w| (3.11)
The optimal hyperplane, expressed in equation 3.12, maximizes the dis-
tance d(w, b). Therefore the parameters w0 and b0 can be found by maxim-
izing |w0|. For better understanding see the optimal and suboptimal hyper-
planes in Figure 3.1.
d(w0, b0) =
2
|w0| (3.12)
The classification is then just a simple decision on which side of the hy-
perplane the object is.
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For non-linear datasets a kernel function is used to map the data into a
higher dimensional space in which they can be linearly separated. There are
number of kernels that can be used e.g. linear, polynomial, radial basis func-
tion, and sigmoid function. Sequential Minimal Optimization [Platt, 1998]
breaks multi-class classification problems into multiple binary classification
problems (one-vs-one or one-vs-all). Crammer and Singer [2002] cast this
problem into a single optimization problem rather then decomposing it into
multiple binary classification problems.
3.4 Neural Networks
Artificial neural network (ANN or just NN) is loosely modeled after the
human brain and consists of many simple connected units called neurons (or
nodes). Neurons process their inputs and based on assigned weights and their
activation function produce an output. The activation function is a nonlinear
transformation of inputs. Both input and output are real-valued numbers.
The connection is associated with a weight and passes the output of one
neuron to the input of another. These interconnected neurons usually form
layers of the neural network. The input layer receives our data (real-valued
word vectors) and produce an output which is the input of the next layer.
The output layer is usually smaller and corresponds to the given problem (e.g.
classification). In NLP applications the input is usually a feature vector for
each word in the sentence.
The activation function is a typically a nonlinear real-valued activation
function. Some currently popular activation functions are:
• Hyperbolic tangent (tanh)
• Rectified linear unit (ReLU) f(x) = x for x ≥ 0, f(x) = 0 otherwise.
• Sigmoid f(x) = e
x
ex + 1
The simplest neural network is a perceptron (a single neuron). When the
weighted sum of inputs is greater than the selected threshold the output is 1
and zero otherwise.
A connected network of neurons, where the connections do not form a
cycle is called a feed-forward neural network (e.g. Figure 3.2).
In Figure 3.2 we denote a
(l)
i the activation (meaning the output value) of
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Figure 3.2: Example of a feed-forward neural network.
a neuron in layer l (a
(1)
i = xi denotes the i-th input). The circles labeled “+1”
are called bias units. Hypothesis hW,b(x) is defined by equation 3.13, where
W are weights associated with connections and function f applies to vectors
in an element-wise fashion. This is called forward propagation and it can be
generalized for layer l as a(l+1) = f(W (l)a(l) + b(l)).
hW,b(x) = a
(3) = f(W (2)a(2) + b(2)) = f(W (2)f(W (1)x+ b(1)) + b(2)) (3.13)
Training of neural networks involves both forward-propagation and back-
propagation, where the gradients are calculated for all weights. The op-
timization of the weights is usually done by the stochastic gradient descent
[Bottou, 1998]. We calculate error using the loss function (also called error,
objective, or cost function). The error gradients are sent back through the
network using the same weights that were used in the forward pass. Learn-
ing rate α controls how much we change the weights. This process (training
epochs) is usually repeated several times.
Deep neural network (DNN) is a neural network where the number of
hidden layers is 2 or more [Goodfellow et al., 2016].
Recurrent neural networks (RNN) include feedback connections (they
have loops in the network diagram) allowing them to keep information from
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previous events. They are usually used to sequences of data (time data,
events, recurring events)
Long short-term memory (LSTM) [Schmidhuber and Hochreiter, 1997]
is a recurrent neural network that uses memory cells to remember previous
values. Thus, they are able to learn long-term dependencies. The key to
learning the long-term dependencies are gates. The single gating unit (Gated
Recurrent Unit – GRU) simultaneously controls the forgetting factor and
decides to update the state [Goodfellow et al., 2016].
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [LeCun et al., 1989, Kim, 2014]
employ mathematical operation called convolution and usually an operation
called pooling [Goodfellow et al., 2016]. A pooling function approximates the
output of the neural network at a certain location with a summary statistic
of the nearby outputs (max pooling is often used in NLP)[Goodfellow et al.,
2016].
Recursive Neural Network is another generalization of recurrent networks,
where the network is structured as a deep tree rather than the chain-like RNN
[Goodfellow et al., 2016]. The tree structure is modeled e.g. by the sentence
parse tree [Socher et al., 2013].
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Choosing the best feature set for sentiment analysis has high importance as
it has a strong impact on the evaluation results. This chapter describes the
most common features.
Features are often preprocessed by various techniques in order to reduce
the feature space. The importance of this preprocessing phase depends on
the language (for more information see Section 2.4).
A stem or a lemma can be used directly as a feature similarly to a simple
unigram feature. Stemming or lemmatization can also improve the perform-
ance of other features.
4.1 N-gram Features
N-grams and their frequency or presence is often used as a valid baseline. In
some cases word positions and TF-IDF weighting scheme [Manning et al.,
2008] may be considered effective features.
N-gram Word n-grams are used to capture frequent word sequences. The
presence of unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams is often used as binary features.
The feature space is pruned by the minimum n-gram occurrence (e.g. 5).
Note that this is the baseline feature in most of the related works.
Character N-gram Similarly to the word n-gram features, character n-gram
features can be used, as proposed by, e.g. Blamey et al. [2012]. Character
trigrams are often used to capture frequent emoticons. The feature set usually
contains 3-grams to 6-grams. The feature space is further pruned by the
minimum occurrence of a particular character n-gram.
Skip-bigram Instead of using sequences of adjacent words (n-grams) we can
use skip-grams [Guthrie et al., 2006], which skip over arbitrary gaps. Basic
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approach uses skip-bigrams with 2 or 3 word skips and removes skip-grams
with low frequency.
Bag of Words Set of words without any information on the word order is
called bag of words. This can be viewed as a special case of n-grams where
n = 1.
Other N-gram features do not have to use only words, any item will do.
For example POS patterns are simply POS n-grams.
4.2 POS-related Features
Direct usage of part-of-speech (POS) n-grams that cover sentiment patterns
has not shown any significant improvement in the related work. Still, POS
tags do provide certain characteristics of a text. Various POS-related features
have been used in related work e.g. the number of nouns, verbs, and adject-
ives [Ahkter and Soria, 2010], the ratio of nouns to adjectives and verbs to
adverbs [Kouloumpis et al., 2011], and the number of negative verbs obtained
from POS tags.
4.3 Lexical Features
Additional lexical resources such as sentiment lexicons or SentiWordNet [Bac-
cianella et al., 2010] can be used as features. These resources use external
knowledge to improve the results of sentiment analysis. This is a form of su-
pervision without context. More lexical resources are mentioned in Section
6.2.
4.4 Semantic Features
Distributional Semantics (see Section 5) represents the new trend in senti-
ment analysis. This is because of its ability to represent the meaning of texts
simply by using a statistical analysis. For example the direct application of
a joint sentiment and topic model1 proved to be useful [Lin and He, 2009].
Alternatively, semantics models can be used as new sources of information
for classification (e.g. feature vectors, bag of words, or bag of clusters).
1Statistical model discovering abstract topics in documents.
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4.5 Other Features
Syntactic Features Features trying to capture word dependencies and sen-
tence structure usually by exploiting syntactic information generated from
parse trees.
Orthographic Features Features based on the appearance of the word
(sometimes called word shape), e.g. the first letter is a capital letter, all
letters are capital or the words consists of digits (e.g. [Go et al., 2009, Agar-
wal et al., 2011]).
Emoticons Lists of positive and negative emoticons (e.g. Montejo-Ra´ez
et al. [2012]) capture the number of occurrences of each class of emoticons
within the text.
Punctuation-Based Features Features consisting of special characters,
number of words, exclamation marks, question marks, and quotation marks.
These features usually do not significantly improve the results (e.g. [Davidov
et al., 2010]).
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As mentioned in Chapter 4, semantics models represent the new trend in
sentiment analysis. They can be applied directly to jointly model sentiment
and topics or alternatively, the features derived from semantics models can
be used as new sources of information for classification.
The backbone principle of methods for discovering hidden meaning in a
plain text is the formulation of the Distributional Hypothesis [Harris, 1954,
Firth, 1957]. The famous quote of Firth [1957] says that “A word is charac-
terized by the company it keeps.” The direct implication of this hypothesis is
that the meaning of a word is related to the context where it usually occurs
and thus it is possible to compare the meanings of two words by a statistical
comparison of their contexts. This implication was confirmed by empirical
tests carried out on human groups in [Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965,
Charles, 2000]. The models based on the Distributional Hypothesis are often
referred to as distributional semantics models.
Some distributional semantic models use the Bag-of-word hypothesis (e.g.
LDA). Bag-of-word hypothesis assumes that the word order has no meaning.
The term bag means a set where the order of words has no role.
Distributional semantics models typically represent the meaning of a
word as a vector: the vector reflects the contextual information of the word
throughout the training corpus. Each word w ∈ W (where W denotes the
word vocabulary) is associated with a vector of real numbers. Represented
geometrically, the word meaning is a point in a high-dimensional space. The
words that are closely related in meaning tend to be closer in the space.
The ability to compare two words enables us to use a clustering method.
Similar words are clustered into bigger groups of words (clusters). Example
of such a method is the k-means algorithm, which is often used because of
its efficiency and acceptable computational requirements. Cosine similarity
is commonly used as a similarity measure of two words. It is calculated as
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the cosine of the angle between the corresponding word vectors.
5.1 HAL
Hyperspace Analogue to Language (HAL) [Lund and Burgess, 1996] is a
simple method for building semantic space. HAL records the co-occurring
words into a matrix. The words are observed in a small context window
around the target word in the given corpus. The Co-occurring words are
weighted inversely to their distance from the target word. This results in
the co-occurrence matrix M = |W | × |W |, where |W | is the size of the
vocabulary. Finally, the row and column vectors of M represent the co-
occurrence information of the words appearing before and after the target
word.
5.2 COALS
Correlated Occurrence Analogue to Lexical Semantics (COALS) [Rohde et al.,
2004] extends the HAL model. The difference is that after recording the co-
occurrence information, the raw counts of M are converted into Pearson’s
correlations. Negative values are reset to zero and other values are replaced
by their square roots. The optional final step, inspired by LSA [Deerwester
et al., 1990], is to apply the singular value decomposition (SVD) to M, res-
ulting in a dimensionality reduction and also the discovery of latent semantic
relationships between words.
5.3 CBOW
Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) [Mikolov et al., 2013a] tries to predict
the current word using a small context window around the word. This model
estimates word vector representation based on the context. Instead of using
a co-occurrence matrix this model uses a neural network for the meaning
extraction.
The architecture is similar to the feed-forward Neural Network Language
Model (NNLM) proposed in [Bengio et al., 2006]. The NNLM is computa-
tionally expensive between the projection and the hidden layer. In CBOW,
the (non-linear) hidden layer is removed and the projection layer is shared
between all the words. The word order in the context does not influence
the projection (see Figure 5.1a). This architecture has proved to be of low
computational complexity.
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INPUT PROJECTION OUTPUT
w(t-2)
w(t-1)
w(t+1)
w(t+2)
SUM
w(t)
(a) CBOW
INPUT PROJECTION OUTPUT
w(t-2)
w(t-1)
w(t+1)
w(t+2)
w(t)
(b) Skip-gram
Figure 5.1: Neural network model architectures. Previous word is denoted
as w(t− 1), current word is w(t) and next word is w(t+ 1).
5.4 Skip-Gram
The Skip-gram architecture is analogous to CBOW. However, instead of pre-
dicting the current word based on the context, it tries to predict a word’s
context based on the word itself [Mikolov et al., 2013b]. Thus, the intention
of the Skip-gram model is to find word patterns that are useful for predicting
the surrounding words within a certain range in a sentence (see Figure 5.1b).
The Skip-gram model estimates the syntactic properties of words slightly
worse than does the CBOW model, but it is much better at modeling their
semantics [Mikolov et al., 2013a].
5.5 GloVe
The Global Vectors (GloVe) [Pennington et al., 2014] model focuses more
on the global statistics of the trained data. This approach uses log-bilinear
regression models that effectively capture the global statistics and word ana-
logies. The authors propose a weighted least squares regression model that is
trained by the global co-occurrence counts. The main concept of this model
is the observation that the ratios of the co-occurrence probabilities have the
potential for encoding the meanings of the words.
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5.6 LDA
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [Blei et al., 2003] is a well known topic
model. LDA is based on the Distributional Hypothesis and the Bag-of-words
Hypothesis, i.e. that the word order does not matter and there is some
latent relation between the words within the same document (within the
same context).
The underlying idea is that document is a mixture of topics and topic
is a mixture of words. The meaning of words can be represented by the
associated topic distribution as word vectors. The model can be extended to
jointly model topic and sentiment [Lin and He, 2009].
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6 Related Work
There are many ways to categorize sentiment analysis approaches e.g. by
machine learning methods, by used resources, or by the granularity level of
sentiment analysis.
Whereas dictionary-based methods usually depend on a sentiment dic-
tionary (or a polarity lexicon) and a set of handcrafted rules [Taboada et al.,
2011], machine learning-based methods require labeled training data that are
later represented as features (see Section 4) and fed into a classifier (see Sec-
tion 3). Later attempts have also investigated semi-supervised methods that
incorporate unlabeled data [Zhang et al., 2012].
All of these are plausible, although in some cases it is difficult to determine
the correct category. However, the granularity level of sentiment analysis
seems to be the most natural way to categorize the related work.
The most of the research in automatic sentiment analysis has been de-
voted to English. There were several attempts in other languages (e.g. [Banea
et al., 2010, Ghorbel and Jacot, 2011, Vilares et al., 2015, Basile and Nissim,
2013]), but in this chapter we will focus only on Czech and English.
Although we have devoted substantial effort to clearly describe all meth-
ods in the following sections in detail, we would like to direct curious readers
to in-depth surveys [Pang and Lee, 2008, Liu and Zhang, 2012, Tsytsarau
and Palpanas, 2012, Mart´ınez-Ca´mara et al., 2014, Liu, 2015] for additional
information.
6.1 Document Level and Sentence Level
Pang et al. [2002] experimented with unigrams (presence of a certain word,
frequencies of words), bigrams, POS tags, and adjectives on a movie review
dataset. Martineau and Finin [2009] tested various weighting schemes for
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unigrams based on the TF-IDF model and proposed delta weighting for a
binary scenario (positive, negative). Their approach was later extended by
Paltoglou and Thelwall [2010] who proposed further improvements in delta
TF-IDF weighting achieving the accuracy of 96.9% on the movie review data-
set and 85.0% on the BLOG06 dataset.
The focus of current sentiment analysis research is shifting towards social
media, mainly targeting Twitter [Kouloumpis et al., 2011, Pak and Paroubek,
2010] and Facebook [Go et al., 2009, Ahkter and Soria, 2010, Zhang et al.,
2011, Lo´pez et al., 2012]. Analyzing media with a very informal language
benefits from involving novel features, such as emoticons [Pak and Paroubek,
2010, Montejo-Ra´ez et al., 2012], character n-grams [Blamey et al., 2012],
POS and POS ratio [Ahkter and Soria, 2010, Kouloumpis et al., 2011], or
word shape [Go et al., 2009, Agarwal et al., 2011].
In many cases, the gold data for training and testing the classifiers are
created semi-automatically [Kouloumpis et al., 2011, Go et al., 2009, Pak and
Paroubek, 2010]. In the first step, random samples from a large dataset are
drawn according to the presence of emoticons (usually positive and negative)
and are then filtered manually. Although large high-quality collections can
be created very quickly with this approach, it makes a strong assumption
that every positive or negative post must contain an emoticon.
Balahur and Tanev [2012] performed experiments with Twitter posts as
part of the CLEF 2012 RepLab1. They classified English and Spanish tweets
with a small but precise lexicon, which also contained slang, combined with
a set of rules that captured the manner in which sentiment is expressed in
social media.
Balahur and Turchi [2012] studied the manner in which sentiment ana-
lysis can be done for French, German, and Spanish, using machine transla-
tion (MT). They employed three different MT systems (Google Translate,
Bing Translator, and Moses [Koehn et al., 2007]) in order to obtain training
and test data for the three target languages. Subsequently, they extracted
features for a machine learning model. They additionally employed meta-
classifiers to test the possibility to minimize the impact of noise (incorrect
translations) in the obtained data. Their experiments showed that training
data obtained using machine translation do not significantly decrease per-
formance of sentiment analysis and thus it can be a solution in the case of
unavailability of the target language annotated data.
1 <http://www.limosine-project.eu/events/replab2012>
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Kiritchenko et al. [2014b] and Zhu et al. [2014] described a state-of-the-
art sentiment analysis system that detects the sentiment of short informal
textual messages (tweets and SMS messages) and the sentiment of terms.
Their supervised system is based on a machine learning approach leveraging
a variety of features. They employed automatically generated lexicons using
tweets with sentiment-word hashtags and tweets with emoticons. Separate
sentiment lexicon captured negated words. The system ranked first in the
SemEval-2013 shared task “Sentiment Analysis in Twitter” (Task 2), ob-
taining an F-measure of 69.0% in the message-level task and 88.9% in the
term-level task. Additional improvements boosted the F-measure to 70.5%
(message-level task) and 89.5% (term-level task).
6.1.1 Neural Networks for Sentiment Analysis
First attempt to estimate sentiment using a neural network was presented
in [Zhou et al., 2010]. The authors propose using Active Deep Networks
which is a semi-supervised algorithm. The network is based on Restricted
Boltzmann Machines. The approach is evaluated on several review datasets
containing an earlier version of the movie review dataset created by Pang
et al. [2002]. It outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches on these datasets.
Ghiassi et al. [2013] use Dynamic Artificial Network for sentiment analysis
of Tweets. The network uses n-gram features and creates a Twitter-specific
lexicon. The approach is compared to Support Vector Machines classifier and
achieves better results.
Socher et al. [2013] presented their Recursive Neural Tensor Network and
Stanford Sentiment Treebank (SST). The SST contained five sentiment labels
(very positive to very negative) for 215,154 phrases in the parse trees of 11,855
sentences. They trained the Recursive Neural Tensor Network on the new
treebank and evaluated against the state-of-the-art methods. This model
outperformed all previous methods on several metrics and pushed the state
of the art in binary sentence-level classification on the Rotten Tomatoes (RT)
dataset from 80% up to 85.4%. The accuracy of predicting the five sentiment
labels for all phrases reached 80.7%, an improvement of 9.7% over bag of
words baselines. This is due to the fact that the model accurately captured
sentence composition and the effects of negation at various tree levels for
both positive and negative phrases.
A Deep Convolutional Neural Network is utilized for sentiment classific-
ation in [dos Santos and Gatti, 2014]. Classification accuracies of 48.3% (5
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sentiment levels) and 85.7% (binary) on the the SST dataset are achieved.
Several papers propose more general neural networks used for NLP tasks
that are tested also on sentiment datasets. One of such methods is presen-
ted in [Kim, 2014]. A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture is
proposed and tested on several datasets such as Movie Review (MR) data-
set and SST. The tasks were sentiment classification (binary or 5 sentiment
levels), subjectivity classification (subjective/objective) and question type
classification. It proved state-of-the-art performance on all datasets.
Kalchbrenner et al. [2014] proposed a Dynamic Convolutional Neural Net-
work. A concept of dynamic k-max pooling is used in this network. It is
tested on sentiment analysis and question classification tasks.
Zhang and LeCun [2015] propose two CNNs for ontology classification,
sentiment analysis and single-label document classification. Their networks
are composed of 9 layers out of which 6 are convolutional layers and 3 fully-
connected layers with different numbers of hidden units and frame sizes.
They show that the proposed method significantly outperforms the baseline
approaches (bag of words) on English and Chinese corpora.
6.2 Word Level
Identifying the semantic orientation of subjective terms2 (words or phrases)
is a fundamental task for sentiment lexicon generation. These sentiment or
opinion lexicons are compiled in an automatic manner with an optional fi-
nal human check. The task of identifying semantic word orientation is also
called words polarity detection. There are publicly available resources con-
taining sentiment polarity of words e.g. General Inquirer3, Dictionary of
Affect of Language4, WordNet-Affect5, or SentiWordNet [Baccianella et al.,
2010]. These resources are mainly used for computing the sentence or doc-
ument sentiment by dictionary methods or as features for machine learning
methods. Another use is the generation of a domain specific lexicon.
Turney [2002] and Turney and Littman [2003] estimate the semantic ori-
entation of words by computing the Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI)
between the given word and paradigm words (e.g. good, bad, nice, nasty).
2Also called sentiment words, opinion words and polar words
3http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/ inquirer/
4http://www.hdcus.com/
5http://wndomains.fbk.eu/wnaffect.html
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Another approach [Kamps et al., 2004] measures the synonym relation of
words based on WordNet6.
Another popular way of using WordNet obtains a list of sentiment words
by an iterative process of expanding the initial set with synonyms and ant-
onyms [Kim and Hovy, 2004, Hu and Liu, 2004]. Kim and Hovy [2004]
determine the sentiment polarity of unknown words according to the relative
count of their positive and negative synonyms.
Wiebe et al. [2005] and Wilson et al. [2005] create the Multi-Perspective
Question Answering (MPQA) corpus containing 535 news articles from a
wide variety of news sources and describe the overall annotation scheme.
They also compile a subjectivity lexicon with tagged prior7 polarity values
of words.
Rao and Ravichandran [2009] treat the sentiment polarity detection as a
semi-supervised label propagation problem in a graph, where nodes represent
words and edges are the relations between words. They use WordNet and
Open Office thesaurus and positive and negative seed sets.
As demonstrated by Fahrni and Klenner [2008] the polarity of words
is domain specific and lexicon-based approaches have difficulty with some
domains. Machine learning algorithms naturally adapt to the corpus domain
by training. Statistical approach to lexicon generation adapts the lexicon to
the target domain. Fahrni and Klenner [2008] propose to derive posterior
polarities using the co-occurrence of adjectives to create a corpus-specific
dictionary.
He et al. [2008] use Information Retrieval methods to build a dictionary
by extracting frequent terms from the dataset. The sentiment polarity of each
document is computed as a relevance score to a query composed of the top
terms from this dictionary. Finally, the opinion relevance score is combined
with the topic relevance score, providing a ranking of documents for topics.
Choi and Cardie [2008] determine the polarity of terms using a structural
inference motivated by compositional semantics. Their experiments show
that lexicon–based classification with compositional semantics can perform
6WordNet [Miller and Fellbaum, 1998] is a hierarchical lexical database containing
nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs grouped into synonym sets (synsets). The synsets
are related by different types of relationships to other synsets.
7“Prior polarity refers to the sentiment a term evokes in isolation, as opposed to the
sentiment the term evokes within a particular surrounding context.” [Pang and Lee, 2008]
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better than supervised learning methods that do not incorporate composi-
tional semantics (accuracy of 89.7% vs. 89.1%), but a method that integrates
compositional semantics into the learning process performs better than the
previous approaches (90.7%). The results were achieved on the MPQA data-
set. Later, they study the adaptability of lexicons to other domains using an
integer linear programming approach [Choi and Cardie, 2009].
Xu et al. [2012] have developed an approach based on HAL (see Section
5.1) called Sentiment Hyperspace Analogue to Language (S-HAL). The se-
mantic orientation of words is characterized by a specific vector space. These
feature vectors were used to train a classifier to identify the sentiment polarity
of terms.
Saif et al. [2014] adapt the social-media sentiment lexicon from [Thel-
wall et al., 2012] by extracting semantics of words to update prior sentiment
strength in lexicon and apply it to three different Twitter datasets. They
achieve an average improvement of 2.5% and 4.5% in terms of accuracy and
F-measure respectively.
6.3 Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis
Recently a lot of attention has been targeted on sentiment analysis at finer
levels of granularity, namely, aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA). The
goal of ABSA is to extract aspects and to estimate the sentiment associated
with the given aspect [Liu, 2012]. For the task definition see Section 2.3.
6.3.1 Aspect Term Extraction
The basic approach to aspect extraction is finding frequent nouns and noun
phrases [Liu et al., 2005, Blair-Goldensohn et al., 2008, Moghaddam and
Ester, 2010, Long et al., 2010].
Sequential learning methods (e.g. Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [Ra-
biner, 2010] or Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [Lafferty et al., 2001]) can
be applied to aspect extraction. This approach treats aspect extraction as a
special case of the general information extraction problem.
Hu and Liu [2004] extract the most frequent features (noun or noun
phrases) and then remove meaningless feature phrases and redundant single-
word features. Wei et al. [2010] further prune the feature space using a list
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of subjective (positive and negative) adjectives. Pavlopoulos and Androut-
sopoulos [2014] propose adding a pruning mechanism that uses continuous
space vector representations of words and phrases to further improve the
results.
Another widely used approach to this problem is the use of topic models.
Brody and Elhadad [2010] present a system that uses local (sentence-level)
LDA (see Section 5.6) to discover aspect terms (nouns). Observing that every
opinion has a target, a joint model can be designed to model the sentiment
of words and topics at the same time [Xianghua et al., 2013, Mei et al., 2007,
Titov and McDonald, 2008]. A topic-based model for jointly identifying
aspect and sentiment words was proposed by Zheng et al. [2014].
6.3.2 Aspect Sentiment Polarity
Aspect sentiment polarity classification can be divided into lexicon-based
approaches and machine learning approaches. Machine learning performs
better in a particular application domain, however it is difficult to scale up
to a large number of domains, thus lexicon-based techniques are more suitable
for open-domain applications [Liu, 2012].
Lexicon-based approaches (e.g. [Xianghua et al., 2013, Ding et al., 2008,
Hu and Liu, 2004]) use a list of aspect-related sentiment phrases as the core
resource for aspect sentiment polarity classification.
Jiang et al. [2011] use a dependency parser to generate a set of aspect
dependent features for classification. Boiy and Moens [2009] weights each
feature based on the position of the feature relative to the target aspect in
the parse tree.
Brody and Elhadad [2010] extract sentiment polarity from a constructed
conjunction polarity graph.
Jo and Oh [2011] propose probabilistic generative models that outper-
form other generative models and are competitive in terms of accuracy with
supervised aspect sentiment classification methods.
6.3.3 Semantic Evaluation Workshop
The current state of the art of aspect-based sentiment analysis methods for
English was presented at the latest SemEval ABSA tasks [Pontiki et al., 2014,
2015, 2016]. For task definitions please refer to Section 2.3.
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Semantic Evaluation Workshop SemEval 2014
We briefly describe the highest ranking systems of SemEval 2014 Task 4
[Pontiki et al., 2014]. The top results are shown in Table 6.1.
Kiritchenko et al. [2014a] (NRC-Canada) proposed a hybrid system that
incorporates both machine learning n-gram features and automatically con-
structed sentiment lexicons for affirmative and negated contexts.
Brun et al. [2014] (XRCE) train one classifier to detect the categories
and for each category they train a separate classifier for category detection
of the corresponding polarities. They extend their previous system built on
a robust deep syntactic parser which calculates semantic relations of words.
The adaptation includes additional hand-written rules (regular expressions),
extending dependency grammar and lexicons.
Castellucci et al. [2014] (UNITOR) exploit kernel methods within the
SVM framework. They model the aspect term extraction task as a sequen-
tial tagging task by using implementation of structural SVMs for sequence
tagging (SVMhmm). The tasks of aspect term polarity detection, aspect cat-
egory detection, and aspect category polarity detection are tackled as a clas-
sification problem where multiple kernels are linearly combined to generalize
several linguistic information. Tree kernels proposed in [Collins and Duffy,
2001] are adapted to model syntactic similarity through convolutions among
syntactic tree substructures.
Chernyshevich [2014] (IHS RD) relies on a rich set of lexical, syntactic,
and statistical features and the CRF model to correctly extract the aspect
terms. She also runs a preprocessing step that performs e.g. slang and mis-
spelling corrections, POS tagging, parsing, noun phrase extraction, semantic
role labeling, and entity boundary detection.
Toh and Wang [2014] (DLIREC) ranked the first in the aspect term ex-
traction task in the restaurant domain and second in the laptop domain.
They use a CRF based classifier for aspect term extraction and linear clas-
sifier for aspect term polarity classification with lexicon, syntactic and se-
mantic features. They created semantic clusters using Word2Vec [Mikolov
et al., 2013c]8
Wagner et al. [2014] (DCU) combine various lexicons such as MPQA,
SentiWordNet and General Inquirer and use both rule-based and machine
8https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/
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learning approach. They focus on fine tuning of parameters and the systems
efficiency.
Brychc´ın et al. [2014] (UWB) present a system based on supervised ma-
chine learning extended by unsupervised methods for latent semantics dis-
covery (LDA and semantic spaces - HAL and COALS see Section 5) and
sentiment vocabularies. Their approach to aspect term extraction is based
on CRF.
Aspect detection Aspect polarity
Const. Team P [%] R[%] F1[%] Const. Team ACC[%]
R
es
ta
u
ra
n
ts T
er
m
U DLIREC 85.35 82.71 84.01 C DCU 80.95
C XRCE 86.25 81.83 83.98 SC NRC-Can. 80.16
C NRC-Can. 84.41 76.37 80.19 U UWB 77.69
C UNITOR 82.45 77.87 80.09 C XRCE 77.69
C
at
eg
or
y C NRC-Can. 91.04 86.24 88.58 C NRC-Can. 82.92
U UNITOR 84.98 85.56 85.27 C XRCE 78.15
C XRCE 83.23 81.37 82.29 U UNITOR 76.29
U UWB 84.36 78.93 81.55 C SAP RI 75.61
L
ap
to
p
s
T
er
m
SC IHS RD 84.80 66.51 74.55 C DCU 70.49
U DLIREC 81.90 67.13 73.78 C NRC-Can. 70.49
C DLIREC 79.31 63.30 70.41 C SZTE-NLP 66.97
C NRC-Can. 78.77 60.70 68.57 C UBham 66.66
Table 6.1: Comparison of the four best participating systems in each subtask.
(SC) indicates a strongly constrained system that was not trained on the
in-domain training data, (C) constrained system that was trained on the in-
domain training data and (U) unconstrained system. ACC, P , R, and F1
denote accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure, respectively.
Semantic Evaluation Workshop SemEval 2015
We briefly introduce the top ranking systems of SemEval 2015 [Pontiki et al.,
2015]. Table 6.2 shows their results.
Toh and Su [2015] (NLANGP) modeled aspect category extraction as a
multi-class classification problem and used features based on n-grams, head
words (from parse trees), and word clusters learnt from Amazon and Yelp
data. Target extraction was done using a CRF model with features based
on n-grams, head words, learned target dictionaries, and Brown clusters.
Category & Target subtask system was a simple combination of both outputs.
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Task Laptops Restaurants Hotels
Category
NLANGP #1 50.86* NLANGP #1 62.68*
Sentiue #2 50.00* Sentiue #4 54.10*
Target
EliXa #1 70.05*
NLANGP #2 67.11*
Lsislif #4 62.22
C&T NLANGP #1 42.90*
Sentiment
Sentiue #1 79.34* Sentiue #1 78.69* Lsislif #1 85.84
ECNU #2 78.29 ECNU #2 78.10* EliXa #3 79.64*
Lsislif #3 77.87 Lsislif #3 75.50 Sentiue #4 78.76*
Table 6.2: Comparison of top ranking teams in the ABSA task of SemEval
2015. F-measure is used as an evaluation measure for all tasks except Senti-
ment where we use accuracy. * indicates unconstrained system.
Saias [2015] (Sentiue) used a separate MaxEnt classifier with n-grams
and lemmas for each entity and for each attribute. Then they determine
which categories will be assigned to each sentence based on category prob-
abilities for given domain. For sentiment polarity classification they use a
MaxEnt classifier with bag of words, lemmas, bigrams after verbs, presence
of polarized terms, and punctuation, negation words and sentiment lexicons
(AFINN, Bing Liu’s lexicon, MPQA). They trained a single classifier for all
three domains on all available training data (restaurants and laptops).
San Vicente et al. [2015] (EliXa) addressed the problem of opinion target
extraction by using an averaged perceptron with a BIO tagging scheme. They
used n-grams, word shape, word prefixes and suffixes, and word clusters
(using additional data Yelp and Wikipedia) as features.
Zhang and Lan [2015] (ECNU) used SVM classifier and engineered fea-
tures for the sentiment polarity classification task. The features include n-
grams, pointwise mutual information (PMI) scores, POS tags, parse trees,
negation words and scores based on 7 sentiment lexicons.
Hamdan et al. [2015] (Lsislif) relied on a logistic regression model with a
weighting schema of positive and negative labels and various features for the
sentiment polarity classification task. The features include n-grams, lexicons,
category, negations, a term importance score (Z score), and word clusters.
For the hotel domain they used a model trained on the restaurant domain.
SemEval-2015 Task 10B [Rosenthal et al., 2015] Sentiment analysis in
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Twitter is a re-run of previous years (SemEval-2013 Task 2 and SemEval-
2014 Task 9). The goal of this task is to classify Twitter messages (tweets)
into positive, negative, or neutral sentiment classes. Teams evaluate their
results on five datasets from previous years and on two new datasets. We
mention only this task because in Chapter 11 we use the data from this task.
Astudillo et al. [2015] treat sentiment analysis as a regression problem
which allows more fine-grained sentiment assessment. They model tweets
using Word2Vec or GloVe embeddings that are averaged or summed over
the given tweet. A regression model is than trained on the resulting repres-
entations. This model achieved the fourth place in the SemEval-2015 Task
10B.
Semantic Evaluation Workshop SemEval 2016
The latest SemEval ABSA task [Pontiki et al., 2016] provided 20 testing
datasets from 7 domains and 8 languages, attracting 245 submissions from
29 teams. We briefly introduce some of the top ranking systems. The top
ranking teams on English are in Table 6.3.
Toh and Su [2016] (NLANGP) extend their previous submission to Se-
mEval 2015 and use neural network output as additional features. For the
opinion target extraction task they train RNN and use the probability output
as additional features for the CRF model. Category detection is done as a
set of binary classification problems for each category with enhanced features
by the output of a CNN model.
Brun et al. [2016] (XRCE) use CRF with a window of 7 words and various
features including POS tags, lemma, and detailed syntactic parser output.
Category detection was done within a feedback ensemble method pipeline
using Elastic Net regression model [Zou and Hastie, 2005].
Kumar et al. [2016] (IIT-TUDA) use SVM classifier for sentiment polarity
classification along with unigrams, bigrams, induced sentiment lexicons, and
category. The English induced lexicon consists of approximately 13k words
and uses five seed lexicons.
Jiang et al. [2016](ECNU) extract various n-gram and character n-gram
features, punctuation, negation, Word2Vec, and sentiment lexicon features.
They extract and use as a feature 25 words with highest probability for each
of 20 LDA topics. They use logistic regression for the sentiment polarity
task.
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A´lvarez Lo´pez et al. [2016] (GTI) filter unigrams and lemmas by POS
tags and use them along with bigrams and POS tags as features for 12 binary
SVM classifiers (one for each category) for the category detection task. They
use a rule-based algorithm based on noun dictionaries to select the resulting
categories. Target extraction is done by using a CRF model.
Hercig et al. [2016a] (UWB) We also participated in the latest SemEval
ABSA task. For more information see Section 8.2.
Domain Lang Level Category Target Cat. & Target Sentiment
Restaurants EN Sentence
NLANGP #1 NLANGP #1 NLANGP #1 XRCE #1
XRCE #6 UWB #3 XRCE #2 IIT-TUDA #2
UWB #7 GTI #4 UWB #5 ECNU #5
Laptops EN Sentence
NLANGP #1 IIT-TUDA #1
UWB #5 ECNU #3
Restaurants EN Text
GTI #1 UWB #1
UWB #2 ECNU #2
Laptops EN Text
UWB #1 UWB #1 - 2
ECNU #1 - 2
Table 6.3: Top ranking teams in the ABSA task of SemEval 2016 on English.
6.4 Sentiment Analysis in Czech
Veselovska´ et al. [2012] presented an initial research on Czech sentiment
analysis. They created a corpus which contains polarity categories of 410
news sentences. They used the Naive Bayes classifier and a classifier based on
a lexicon generated from annotated data. The corpus is not publicly available,
and because of its small size no strong conclusions can be drawn. Error
analysis of lexicon-based classifier on this dataset was done by Veselovska´
and Hajicˇ jr. [2013].
Subjectivity Lexicon for Czech [Veselovska´, 2013, Veselovska´ et al., 2014]
consists of 4947 evaluative expressions annotated with part of speech and
tagged with positive or negative sentiment polarity. Although the lexicon
did not significantly help to improve the polarity classification it is still a
lexical resource worth mentioning.
Steinberger et al. [2012] proposed a semi-automatic “triangulation” ap-
proach to creating sentiment dictionaries in many languages, including Czech.
They first produced high-level gold-standard sentiment dictionaries for two
languages and then translated them automatically into a third language by
means of a state-of-the-art machine translation service. Finally, the resulting
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sentiment dictionaries were merged using the overlap of the two automatic
translations.
A multilingual parallel news corpus annotated with opinions on entit-
ies was presented in [Steinberger et al., 2011]. Sentiment annotations were
projected from one language to several others, which saved annotation time
and guaranteed comparability of opinion mining evaluation results across
languages. The corpus consists of 1,274 news sentences. It contains seven
languages including Czech.
The first extensive evaluation of Czech sentiment analysis was done by
Habernal et al. [2013]. Three different classifiers, namely Naive Bayes, SVM,
and Maximum Entropy classifiers were tested on large-scale labeled cor-
pora (10k Facebook posts, 90k movie reviews, and 130k product reviews).
Habernal et al. [2014] further experimented with feature selection methods.
For more information see Chapter 7.
Habernal and Brychc´ın [2013] used semantic spaces (see [Brychc´ın and
Konop´ık, 2014]) created from unlabeled data as an additional source of in-
formation to improve results. Brychc´ın and Habernal [2013] explored the
benefits of the global target context and outperformed the previous unsuper-
vised approach.
The first attempt at aspect-based sentiment analysis in Czech was presen-
ted in [Steinberger et al., 2014]. This work provides an annotated corpus of
1244 sentences from the restaurant reviews domain and a baseline model
achieving 68.7% F-measure in aspect term extraction, 74.0% F-measure on
aspect category extraction, 66.3% accuracy in aspect term polarity classific-
ation, and 66.6% accuracy in aspect category polarity classification.
Tamchyna et al. [2015] created a dataset in the domain of IT product
reviews. The dataset contains 200 sentences and 2000 short segments, both
annotated with sentiment and marked aspect terms (targets) without any
categorization and sentiment toward the marked targets. Using 5-fold cross
validation on the aspect term extraction task they achieved 65.8% F-measure
on the short segments and 30.3% F-measure on the long segments. Prior ex-
periments with Conditional Random Fields (CRF) were done in [Veselovska´,
2015] achieving 64.1% F-measure on the short segments.
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6.5 Sarcasm Detection
The issue of automatic sarcasm detection has been addressed mostly in Eng-
lish, although there has been some research in other languages, such as Dutch
[Liebrecht et al., 2013], Italian [Bosco et al., 2013], or Brazilian Portuguese
[Vanin et al., 2013].
Experiments with semi-supervised sarcasm identification on a Twitter
dataset (5.9 million tweets) and on 66,000 product reviews from Amazon
were conducted in [Davidov et al., 2010, Tsur et al., 2010]. They used 5-fold
cross validation on their kNN-like classifier and obtained an F-measure of
0.83 on the product reviews dataset and 0.55 on the Twitter dataset. For
acquiring the Twitter dataset they used hashtag #sarcasm as an indicator of
sarcastic tweets. They further created a balanced evaluation set of 180 tweets
using 15 human annotators via Amazon Mechanical Turk9 and achieved an
inter-annotator agreement 0.41 (Fleiss’ κ).
Gonza´lez-Iba´n˜ez et al. [2011] experimented with Twitter data divided into
three categories (sarcastic, positive sentiment and negative sentiment), each
containing 900 tweets. They used the #sarcasm and #sarcastic hashtags
to identify sarcastic tweets. They used two classifiers – SVM with sequential
minimal optimization (SMO) and logistic regression. They tried various com-
binations of unigrams, dictionary-based features and pragmatic factors (pos-
itive and negative emoticons and user references), achieving the best result
(accuracy 0.65) for sarcastic and non-sarcastic classification with the combin-
ation of SVM with SMO and unigrams. They employed 3 human judges to
annotate 180 tweets (90 sarcastic and 90 non-sarcastic). The human judges
achieved Fleiss’ κ = 0.586, demonstrating the difficulty of sarcasm classific-
ation. Another experiment included 50 sarcastic and 50 non-sarcastic (25
positive, 25 negative) tweets with emoticons annotated by two judges. The
automatic classification and human judges achieved the accuracy of 0.71 and
0.89 respectively. The inter-annotator agreement (Cohen’s κ) was 0.74.
Reyes et al. [2012] proposed features to capture properties of a figur-
ative language such as ambiguity, polarity, unexpectedness and emotional
scenarios. Their corpus consists of five categories (humor, irony, politics,
technology and general), each containing 10,000 tweets. The best result in
the classification of irony and general tweets was F-measure 0.65.
Reyes et al. [2013] explored the representativeness and relevance of con-
9 <http://www.mturk.com>
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ceptual features (signatures, unexpectedness, style and emotional scenarios).
These features include punctuation marks, emoticons, quotes, capitalized
words, lexicon-based features, character n-grams, skip-grams [Guthrie et al.,
2006], and polarity skip-grams. Their corpus consists of four categories (irony,
humor, education and politics), each containing 10,000 tweets. Their eval-
uation was performed on two distributional scenarios, balanced distribution
and imbalanced distribution (25% ironic tweets and 75% tweets from all three
non-ironic categories) using the Naive Bayes and decision trees algorithms
from the Weka toolkit [Witten and Frank, 2005]. The classification by the
decision trees achieved an F-measure of 0.72 on the balanced distribution
and an F-measure of 0.53 on the imbalanced distribution.
The work of Riloff et al. [2013] identifies one type of sarcasm: contrast
between a positive sentiment and negative situation. They used a bootstrap-
ping algorithm to acquire lists of positive sentiment phrases and negative
situation phrases from sarcastic tweets. They proposed a method which clas-
sifies tweets as sarcastic if it contains a positive predicative that precedes a
negative situation phrase in close proximity. Their evaluation on a human-
annotated dataset10 of 3000 tweets (23% sarcastic) was done using the SVM
classifier with unigrams and bigrams as features, achieving an F-measure of
0.48. The hybrid approach that combines the results of the SVM classifier
and their contrast method achieved an F-measure of 0.51.
Sarcasm and nastiness classification in online dialogues was also explored
in [Lukin and Walker, 2013] using bootstrapping, syntactic patterns and a
high precision classifier. They achieved an F-measure of 0.57 on their sarcasm
dataset.
Maynard and Greenwood [2014] performed experiments with a rule-based
approach to sarcasm detection and sentiment analysis. They manually an-
notated 266 sentences from 134 collected tweets. Their corpus contains 68
opinionated sentences (62 negative, 6 positive), out of these 61 were deemed
to be sarcastic. Their regular sentiment polarity analyser achieved 0.27 ac-
curacy while the sentiment polarity analyser considering sarcasm achieved
0.77 accuracy using hand-crafted rules and lexicons. However this dataset is
imbalanced and very small to draw any conclusions.
10They used three annotators. Each annotator was given the same 100 tweets with
the sarcasm hashtag and 100 tweets without the sarcasm hashtag (the hashtags were
removed). On these tweets the pairwise inter-annotator scores were computed (Cohen’s
Kappa κ1 = 0.80, κ2 = 0.81 and κ3 = 0.82). Then each annotator labeled additional 1000
tweets.
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Second experiment measured the accuracy of sarcasm and polarity detec-
tion. The corpus consists of 400 tweets (91 sarcastic sentences). Regrettably,
the previous regular vs. sarcasm analyser comparison exploring the impact
of sarcasm on polarity detection is not included. They only measured the
performance of the sarcastic analyser.
6.5.1 SemEval Workshop
The goal of SemEval-2015 Task 11 was to perform fine-grained sentiment
analysis over texts containing figurative language. Ghosh et al. [2015] have
created a dataset of figurative tweets using Twitter4j API and a set of hashtag
queries (#sarcasm, #sarcastic, #irony and words such as figuratively). The
dataset has been annotated for sentiment analysis on a fine-grained 11-point
scale (-5 to 5, including 0). Evaluation measures for this task were mean
squared error (MSE) and cosine similarity, both with penalization for not
giving scores for all tweets.
CLaC [O¨zdemir and Bergler, 2015b] presented the best result for SemEval-
2015 Task 11 using decision tree regression M5P [Wang and Witten, 1997].
They combined various lexicons with negation and modality scopes. They
also participated in SemEval-2015 Task 10B achieving ninth place. O¨zdemir
and Bergler [2015a] performed a comprehensive ablation study of features.
Both CPH and PRHLT teams did not use lexicons and therefore provide
comparable baselines to models with no additional resources. CPH [McGil-
lion et al., 2015] used ensemble methods and ridge regression. PRHLT [Gupta
and Go´mez, 2015] used ensembles of extremely random trees with character
n-grams.
Sulis et al. [2016] analyse the corpus from Semeval-2015 Task 11 in terms
of hashtags (#irony, #sarcasm, and #not) and confirm that messages using
figurative language mostly express a negative sentiment. They experimented
with binary classification (separation) of tweets with these hashtags.
6.5.2 Neural Networks for Sarcasm Detection
A neural network model for sarcasm detection is proposed in [Ghosh and
Veale, 2016]. The model is composed from a CNN followed by a long short
term memory (LSTM) network. First a CNN is applied to the input. LSTM
is then applied directly on the output of the convolutional layer. Output of
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the LSTM is fed to a fully connected layer and a softmax layer determines
the class. F-score of 0.92 is achieved on their dataset containing 39k tweets.
Another approach is presented in [Zhang et al., 2016]. A deep neural net-
work is used for tweet sarcasm detection. The network has two components
for local and contextual (history) tweets. The local one is a bi-directional
gated recurrent unit that extracts dense real-valued output. The other com-
ponent applies a pooling layer directly to the word embeddings for words in
the contextual tweets and maps it to a fixed length vector. A hidden layer
then combines these two components and is followed by a softmax layer. Em-
beddings are initialized using GloVe. Results are compared with manually
created features.
CNNs are utilized for feature extraction in [Poria et al., 2016]. Sentiment,
emotion, and personality features are utilized for sarcasm detection. CNN
models are separately trained on datasets corresponding to the three types
of features. The three CNNs are then merged. The final classification is done
either using a support vector machines classifier or another CNN which uses
the merged features as a static channel and connects it to the penultimate
layer before the softmax layer.
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7 Document-Level Sentiment Analysis
This chapter describes our in-depth research on machine learning methods
for sentiment analysis of Czech social media [Habernal et al., 2013, 2014].
Automatic sentiment analysis in the Czech environment has not yet been
thoroughly targeted by the research community. Therefore it is necessary to
create a publicly available labeled dataset as well as to evaluate the current
state of the art.
This chapter focuses on the document-level1 sentiment analysis performed
on three different Czech datasets using supervised machine learning.
7.1 Datasets
7.1.1 Social Media Dataset
The initial selection of Facebook brand pages for our dataset was based on the
“top”Czech pages, according to the statistics from SocialBakers2. We focused
on pages with a large Czech fan base and a sufficient number of Czech posts.
Using Facebook Graph API and Java Language Detector3 we acquired 10,000
random posts in the Czech language from nine different Facebook pages.
The posts were then completely anonymized as we kept only their textual
contents.
Sentiment analysis of posts at Facebook brand pages usually serves as
marketing feedback on user opinions about brands, services, products, or
current campaigns. Thus we consider the sentiment target to be the given
product, brand, etc. Typically, users’ complaints constitute negative sen-
timent, whereas joy or happiness about the brand is treated as positive.
1Or post-level, as documents correspond to posts in social media.
2 <http://www.socialbakers.com/facebook-pages/brands/czech-republic/>
3 <http://code.google.com/p/jlangdetect/>
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We also added another class called bipolar which represents both positive
and negative sentiment in one post.4 In some cases, the user’s opinion, al-
though positive, does not relate to the given page.5 Therefore the sentiment
is treated as neutral in these cases, in accordance with our above-mentioned
assumption.
The complete 10k dataset was independently annotated by two annot-
ators. The inter-annotator agreement (Cohen’s κ) reached 0.66 which rep-
resents a substantial agreement level [Pustejovsky and Stubbs, 2013], and
therefore the task can be considered as well-defined.
The gold data were based on the agreement of the two annotators. They
disagreed in 2,216 cases. To solve these conflicts, we involved a third super-
annotator to assign the final sentiment label. Even after the third annotator’s
labeling, however, there was still no agreement for 308 labels. These cases
were later solved by a fourth annotator. We discovered that most of these
conflicting cases were classified as either neutral or bipolar. These posts were
often difficult to label because the author used irony, sarcasm or the context
of previous posts. These issues remain open.
The Facebook dataset contains 2,587 positive, 5,174 neutral, 1,991 neg-
ative, and 248 bipolar posts, respectively. We ignore the bipolar class later
in all experiments. The sentiment distribution among the source pages is
shown in Figure 7.1. The statistics reveal negative opinions towards cell
phone operators6 and positive opinions towards e.g. perfume sellers7 and
Prague Zoo8.
7.1.2 Movie Review Dataset
Movie reviews as a corpus for sentiment analysis have been used in research
since the pioneering research conducted by Pang et al. [2002]. Therefore we
covered the same domain in our experiments as well. We downloaded 91,381
movie reviews from the Czech Movie Database9 and split them into three
4For example“to bylo moc dobry ,fakt jsem se nadlabla :-D skoda ze uz neni v nabidce”—
“It was very tasty, I really stuffed myself :-D sad it’s not on the menu anymore”.
5Certain campaigns ask the fans to e.g. write a poem—these posts are mostly positive
(or funny, at least) but are irrelevant in terms of the desired task.
6 <www.facebook.com/o2cz>, <www.facebook.com/TmobileCz>, <www.facebook.
com/vodafoneCZ>
7 <www.facebook.com/Xparfemy.cz>
8 <www.facebook.com/zoopraha>
9 <http://www.csfd.cz>
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Figure 7.1: Social media dataset statistics
categories according to their star rating (0–2 stars as negative, 3–4 stars as
neutral, 5–6 stars as positive). The dataset contains 30,897 positive, 30,768
neutral, and 29,716 negative reviews, respectively.
7.1.3 Product Review Dataset
Another very popular domain for sentiment analysis deals with product re-
views [Hu and Liu, 2004]. We scraped all user reviews from a large Czech
e-shop Mall.cz10 which offers a wide range of products. The product reviews
are accompanied by star ratings on a scale of zero to five. We took a differ-
ent strategy for assigning sentiment labels. Whereas in the movie dataset the
distribution of stars was rather uniform, in the product review domain the
ratings were skewed towards the higher values. After a manual inspection
we discovered that four-star ratings mostly correspond to neutral opinions
and three or fewer stars denote mostly negative comments. Thus we split the
dataset into three categories according to this observation. The final data-
set consists of 145,307 posts (102,977 positive, 31,943 neutral, and 10,387
negative).
10 <http://www.mall.cz>
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7.2 Classification
7.2.1 Preprocessing
As pointed out by Laboreiro et al. [2010], tokenization significantly affects
sentiment analysis, especially in the case of social media. Although Ark-
tweet-nlp tool [Gimpel et al., 2011] was developed and tested in English, it
yields satisfactory results in Czech as well, according to our initial exper-
iments on the Facebook corpus. Its significant feature is proper handling
of emoticons and other special character sequences that are typical of so-
cial media. We also remove stopwords using the stopword list from Apache
Lucene11.
In many NLP applications, a very popular preprocessing technique is
stemming. We tested the Czech light stemmer [Dolamic and Savoy, 2009]
and High Precision Stemmer12. Another widely-used method for reducing the
vocabulary size, and thus the feature space, is lemmatization. For the Czech
language the only currently available lemmatizer is shipped with the Prague
Dependency Treebank (PDT) toolkit [Hajic et al., 2006]. We, however, used
our in-house Java HMM-based implementation with the PDT training data
as we needed better control over each preprocessing step. Following the work
of Kanis and Skorkovska´ [2010], we developed an in-house lemmatizer using
rules and dictionaries from the OpenOffice suite.
Part-of-speech tagging was done with our in-house Java solution that
utilizes Prague Dependency Treebank (PDT) data as well. Since, however,
PDT is trained on news corpora, we doubt it is suitable for tagging social
media that are written in very informal language (see e.g. [Gimpel et al.,
2011] where similar issues were tackled in English).
Since the Facebook dataset contains a huge number of grammar mis-
takes and misspellings (typically ’i/y’,’eˇ/je/ie’, and others), we incorporated
phonetic transcription to the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) in order
to reduce the effect of these mistakes. We relied on eSpeak13 implementa-
tion. Another preprocessing step might involve removing diacritics, as many
Czech users type only unaccented characters. Posts without diacritics, how-
ever, represent only about 8% of our datasets, and thus we decided to keep
diacritics intact.
11 <http://lucene.apache.org/core/>
12 <http://liks.fav.zcu.cz/HPS/>
13 <http://espeak.sourceforge.net>
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We were also interested in whether named entities (e.g. product names,
brands, places, etc.) carry sentiment and how their presence influences clas-
sification accuracy. For these experiments, we employ a CRF-based named
entity recognizer [Konkol and Konop´ık, 2013] and replace the words identi-
fied as entities with their respective entity type (e.g. McDonald’s becomes
company). This preprocessing has not been widely discussed in the literature
devoted to document-level sentiment analysis, but Boiy and Moens [2009],
for example, remove the “entity of interest” in their approach.
The complete preprocessing diagram and its variants is depicted in Table
7.1. Overall, there are 16 possible preprocessing “pipe” configurations.
Pipe 1 Pipe 2 Pipe 3
Tokenizing
ArkTweetNLP
POS tagging
PDT
Named entity filtering (N) [optional]
remove (r)
Stem (S) Lemma (L)
none (n) PDT (p)
light (l) OpenOffice (o)
HPS (h)
Stopwords
remove
Casing (C) Phonetic (P) –
keep (k) eSpeak (e)
lower (l)
Table 7.1: The preprocessing pipes (top-down). Various combinations of
methods can be denoted using the appropriate labels, e.g. “SnCk” means 1.
tokenizing, 2. POS-tagging, 3. no stemming, 4. removing stopwords, and
5. no casing, or “NrLp” means 1. tokenizing, 2. POS-tagging, 3. removing
named entities, 4. lemmatization using PDT, and 5. removing stopwords.
7.2.2 Features
N-gram features We use presence of unigrams and bigrams as binary fea-
tures. The feature space is pruned by minimum n-gram occurrence empiric-
ally set to five. Note that this is the baseline feature in most of the related
work.
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Character n-gram features Similarly to the word n-gram features, we ad-
ded character n-gram features, as proposed by e.g. [Blamey et al., 2012]. We
set the minimum occurrence of a particular character n-gram to five, in order
to prune the feature space. Our feature set contains 3-grams to 6-grams.
POS-related features Direct usage of part-of-speech n-grams that cover
sentiment patterns has not shown any significant improvement in the related
work. Still, POS tags provide certain characteristics of a particular post. We
implemented various POS features that include e.g. the number of nouns,
verbs, and adjectives [Ahkter and Soria, 2010], the ratio of nouns to adjectives
and verbs to adverbs [Kouloumpis et al., 2011], and the number of negative
verbs obtained from POS tags.
Emoticons We adapted the two lists of emoticons that were considered as
positive and negative from [Montejo-Ra´ez et al., 2012]. The feature captures
the number of occurrences of each class of emoticons within the text.
Delta TF-IDF variants for binary scenarios Although simple binary word
features (presence of a certain word) achieve a surprisingly good perform-
ance, they have been surpassed by various TF-IDF-based weightings, such as
Delta TF-IDF [Martineau and Finin, 2009], and Delta BM25 TF-IDF [Palto-
glou and Thelwall, 2010]. Delta-TF-IDF still uses traditional TF-IDF word
weighting but treats positive and negative documents differently. All the ex-
isting related works which use this kind of feature, however, deal only with
binary decisions (positive/negative), and thus we filtered out neutral docu-
ments from the datasets.14 We implemented the most promising weighting
schemes from [Paltoglou and Thelwall, 2010], namely Augmented TF, LogAve
TF, BM25 TF, Delta Smoothed IDF, Delta Prob. IDF, Delta Smoothed Prob.
IDF, and Delta BM25 IDF.
7.2.3 Feature Selection
The basic reason for using feature selection (or reduction) methods for super-
vised sentiment analysis is twofold: first, the reduced feature set decreases
the computing demands for the classifier, and, second, removing irrelevant
features can lead to better classification accuracy.
14Opposite of leave-one-out cross-validation in [Paltoglou and Thelwall, 2010], we still
use 10-fold cross-validation in all experiments.
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Feature selection methods assign a certain weight to each feature, de-
pending on its significance (discriminative power) for each class. After the
weights are obtained, the top k features can be kept for the classifier, or the
features with low weight can be cut off at a certain threshold.
Let tk and t¯k denote the presence and absence, respectively, of a particular
feature in a certain class (e.g. c1, and c2). To estimate the joint probability
of a feature in a given class, we will use the following table with appropriate
feature counts:
c1 c2
tk a b
t¯k c d
Then N denotes the total number of features in all classes, N = a+ b+ c+d.
The joint probability p(tk, c1) can then be estimated as
p(tk, c1) =
a
N
, (7.1)
and similarly for p(tk, c2). The probability of a particular feature in all classes
p(tk) is given by
p(tk) =
a+ b
N
. (7.2)
Furthermore, c1 can be estimated as
p(c1) =
a+ c
N
. (7.3)
The conditional probability of tk given c1 is given by
p(tk|c1) = a
a+ c
. (7.4)
Henceforth, let n denote the number of classes, m = {tk, t¯k}, and all
logarithms are to the base 2.
We follow with the formulas for the particular feature selection methods.
For a more detailed discussion of these methods, please refer to e.g. [Forman,
2003, Zheng et al., 2004, Uchyigit, 2012, Patocˇka, 2013].
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Mutual Information (MI)
Mutual Information is always non-negative and symmetrical [Battiti, 1994],
MI(X, Y ) = MI(Y,X).
MI =
n∑
i=0
m∑
k=0
log
p(tk, ci)
p(ci)p(tk)
(7.5)
Information Gain (IG)
Also known as Kullback-Leibler divergence or relative entropy. It is a non-
negative and asymmetrical metric.
IG =
n∑
i=0
m∑
k=0
p(tk, ci) log
p(tk, ci)
p(ci)p(tk)
+ p(t¯k, ci) log
p(t¯k, ci)
p(ci)p(t¯k)
(7.6)
Chi Square (CHI)
Chi Square (χ2) can be derived as follows.
GSS(tk, ci) = p(tk, ci)p(t¯k, c¯i)− p(tk, c¯i)p(tk, c¯i), (7.7)
NGL(tk, ci) =
√
N ·GSS(tk, ci)√
p(tk)p(t¯k)p(ci)p(c¯i)
, (7.8)
χ2 =
n∑
i=0
m∑
k=0
NGL(tk, ci)
2 (7.9)
Odds Ratio (OR)
OR =
n∑
i=0
m∑
k=0
log
p(tk|ci)p(t¯k|c¯i)
p(t¯k|ci)p(tk|c¯i) (7.10)
Relevancy Score (RS)
RS =
n∑
i=0
m∑
k=0
log
p(tk|ci)
p(t¯k|c¯i) (7.11)
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7.2.4 Classifiers
All evaluation tests were performed with two classifiers, Maximum Entropy
(MaxEnt) and SVM. Although the Naive Bayes classifier is also widely used
in related work, we did not include it as it usually performs worse than SVM
or MaxEnt. We used a pure Java framework for machine learning15 with
default settings (the linear kernel for SVM).
7.3 Results
For each combination from the preprocessing pipeline (refer to Table 7.1)
we assembled various sets of features and employed two classifiers. In the
first scenario, we classified into all three classes (positive, negative, and neut-
ral).16 In the second scenario, we followed a strand of related research e.g.
[Martineau and Finin, 2009, Celikyilmaz et al., 2010], that deals only with
positive and negative classes. For these purposes we filtered out all the neut-
ral documents from the datasets. Furthermore, in this scenario we evaluate
only features based on weighted delta-TF-IDF, as e.g. in [Paltoglou and
Thelwall, 2010]. We also involved only the MaxEnt classifier into the second
scenario.
All tests were conducted in the 10-fold cross validation manner. We report
the macro F-measure, as it allows comparison of classifier results on different
datasets. Moreover, we do not report the micro F-measure (accuracy) as
it tends to prefer performance on dominant classes in highly unbalanced
datasets [Manning et al., 2008], which is e.g. the case of our Product Review
dataset where most of the labels are positive.
7.3.1 Social Media
Table 7.2 shows the results for the three-class classification scenario on the
Facebook dataset. The row labels denote the preprocessing configuration
according to Table 7.1. In most cases, the Maximum Entropy classifier signi-
ficantly outperforms SVM. The combination of all features (the last column)
yields the best results regardless of the preprocessing steps. The reason might
be that the character n-gram feature captures subtle sequences which rep-
resent subjective punctuation or emoticons, that were not covered by the
emoticon feature. On average, the best results were obtained when HPS
15Later released as Brainy [Konkol, 2014].
16We ignore the bipolar posts in the current research.
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stemmer and lower-casing or phonetic transcription were involved (lines ShCl
and ShPe). This configuration significantly outperforms other preprocessing
techniques for token-based features (see column FS4: Unigr + bigr + POS
+ emot.).
Facebook dataset, 3 classes
Feat. set FS1 FS2 FS3 FS4 FS5
Classifier ME SVM ME SVM ME SVM ME SVM ME SVM
SnCk 63 64 63 64 66 64 66 64 69 67
SnCl 63 64 63 64 66 63 66 63 69 68
SlCk 65 67 66 67 68 66 67 66 69 67
SlCl 65 67 65 67 68 66 69 66 69 67
ShCk 66 67 66 67 68 67 67 67 69 67
ShCl 66 66 66 67 69 67 69 67 69 67
SnPe 64 65 64 65 67 65 67 65 68 68
SlPe 65 67 65 67 68 67 67 66 68 67
ShPe 66 67 66 67 69 66 69 66 68 67
Lp 64 65 63 65 67 64 67 65 68 67
Lo 65 66 64 66 67 66 67 65 68 67
Table 7.2: Results for the Facebook dataset, classification into three classes.
Macro F-measure (in %), 95% confidence interval ≈ ±1. Bold numbers
denote the best results. FS1: unigrams; FS2: unigrams, bigrams; FS3:
unigrams, bigrams, POS features; FS4: unigrams, bigrams, POS, emoticons;
FS5: unigrams, bigrams, POS, emoticons, character n-grams.
In the second scenario we evaluated various TF-IDF weighting schemes
for binary sentiment classification. The results are shown in Table 7.3. The
three-character notation consists of term frequency, inverse document fre-
quency, and normalization. Because of the large number of possible com-
binations, we report only the most successful ones, namely Augmented—a
and LogAve—L term frequency, followed by Delta Smoothed—∆(t′), Delta
Smoothed Prob.—∆(p′), and Delta BM25 —∆(k) inverse document frequency;
normalization was not involved. We can see that the baseline (the first
column bnn) is usually outperformed by any weighted TF-IDF technique.
Moreover, using any kind of stemming (the row entitled various* ) signi-
ficantly improves the results. For the exact formulas of the delta TF-IDF
variants please refer to [Paltoglou and Thelwall, 2010].
We also tested the impact of TF-IDF word features when added to other
features from the first scenario (refer to Table 7.2). Column FS1 in Table 7.3
displays results for a feature set with the simple binary presence-of-the-word
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Facebook dataset, positive and negative classes only
bnn
a
∆
(t
′ )
n
a
∆
(p
′ )
n
a
∆
(k
)n
L
∆
(t
′ )
n
L
∆
(p
′ )
n
L
∆
(k
)n
FS1 FS2
SnCk 83 86 86 86 85 86 86 90 89
SnCl 84 86 86 86 86 86 86 90 90
various* 85 88 88 88 88 88 88 90 90
SnPe 84 86 86 86 86 86 86 90 90
Lp 84 86 85 85 86 86 86 88 88
Lo 84 88 87 87 87 87 87 90 90
* same results for ShCk, ShCl, SlCl, SlPe, SlCk, and ShPe
FS1: Unigr + bigr + POS + emot. + char n-grams
FS2: a∆(t′)n + bigr + POS + emot. + char n-grams
Table 7.3: Results for the Facebook dataset for various TF-IDF-weighted
features, classification into two classes. Macro F-measure (in %), 95% con-
fidence interval ≈ ±1. Underlined numbers show the best results for TF-
IDF-weighted features. Bold numbers denote the best overall results.
feature (binary unigrams). In the last column FS2 we replaced this binary
feature with the TF-IDF-weighted feature a∆(t′)n. It turned out that the
weighted form of the word feature does not improve the performance, com-
pared with the simple binary unigram feature. Furthermore, a set of different
features (words, bigrams, POS, emoticons, character n-grams) significantly
outperforms a single TF-IDF-weighted feature.
Furthermore, we report the effect of the dataset size on the performance.
We randomly sampled 10 subsets from the dataset (1k, 2k, etc.) and tested
the performance, still using 10-fold cross-validation. We took the most prom-
ising preprocessing configuration (ShCl) and MaxEnt classifier. As can be
seen in Figure 7.2, while the dataset grows to approx 6k to 7k items, the per-
formance rises for most combinations of features. With a 7k-item dataset,
the performance begins to reach its limits for most combinations of features
and hence adding more data does not lead to a significant improvement.
The influence of named entity filtering is shown in Table 7.4. In most
cases, removing named entities leads to a significant drop in classification.
Thus we can conclude that in our corpus, the named entities themselves rep-
resent an important opinion-holder. This also corresponds to the sentiment
distribution as shown in Figure 7.1 (e.g. sentiment towards mobile phone
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Figure 7.2: Learning curve; using ShCl preprocessing and MaxEnt classifier.
operators is rather negative) and thus by removing the brand name from the
data the classifier loses useful information.
Upper Limits of Automatic Sentiment Analysis
To see the upper limits of the task itself, we also evaluate the annotator’s
judgments. Although the gold labels were chosen after a consensus of at
least two people, there were many conflicting cases that had to be solved by
a third or even a fourth person. Thus even the original annotators do not
achieve a 1.00 F-measure on the gold data.
We present “performance” results of both annotators and of the best sys-
tem as well (MaxEnt classifier, all features, ShCl preprocessing). Table 7.5
shows the results as confusion matrices. For each class (p—positive, n—
negative, 0 —neutral) we also report precision, recall, and F-measure. The
row headings denote gold labels; the column headings represent values as-
signed by the annotators or the system.17 The annotators’ results show what
can be expected from a“perfect”system that solves the task the way a human
would.
17Even though the task has three classes, the annotators also used “b” for “bipolar” and
“?” for “cannot decide”.
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Facebook dataset, 3 classes
Feat. set FS1 FS2 FS3 FS4 FS5
Classifier ME SVM ME SVM ME SVM ME SVM ME SVM
SlPe 65 67 65 67 68 67 67 66 68 67
NrSlPe 65 66 65 65 67 65 68 65 68 66
SlCl 65 67 65 67 68 66 69 66 69 67
NrSlCl 65 66 65 66 67 65 68 65 68 67
SlCk 65 67 66 67 68 66 67 66 69 67
NrSlCk 65 66 65 66 67 65 67 65 68 67
ShPe 66 67 66 67 69 66 69 66 68 67
NrShPe 65 66 65 66 67 65 68 65 67 66
ShCl 66 66 66 67 69 67 69 67 69 67
NrShCl 65 66 65 66 67 66 68 64 68 66
Table 7.4: Comparison of the five best (on average) preprocessing pipes with
and without NER (Nr prefix). Results for the Facebook dataset, classification
into three classes. Macro F-measure (in %), 95% confidence interval ≈ ±1.
Bold numbers denote the best results. FS1: unigrams; FS2: unigrams,
bigrams; FS3: unigrams, bigrams, POS features; FS4: unigrams, bigrams,
POS, emoticons; FS5: unigrams, bigrams, POS, emoticons, character n-
grams.
In general, both annotators judge all three classes with very similar F-
measures. By contrast, the system’s F-measure is very low for negative posts
(0.54 vs. ≈ 0.75 for neutral and positive). We offer the following explanation.
First, many of the negative posts surprisingly contain happy emoticons, which
could be a misleading feature for the classifier. Second, the language of the
negative posts in not as explicit as for the positive ones in many cases; the
negativity is “hidden” in irony, or in a larger context (i.e. “Now I’m sooo
satisfied with your competitor :))”). This remains an open issue for future
research.
7.3.2 Product and Movie Reviews
For the other two datasets, the product reviews and movie reviews, we slightly
changed the configuration. First, we removed the character n-grams from the
feature sets, otherwise the feature space would become too large for feasible
computing. Second, we abandoned SVM as it became computationally in-
feasible for such large datasets.
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Annotator 1
0 n p ? b P R Fm
0 4867 136 115 2 54 93 94 93
n 199 1753 6 0 33 93 88 90
p 175 6 2376 0 30 95 92 93
Macro Fm: 92
Annotator 2
0 n p ? b P R Fm
0 4095 495 573 3 8 95 79 86
n 105 1878 6 0 2 79 94 86
p 100 12 2468 3 4 81 95 .88
Macro Fm: 86
Best system
0 n p P R Fm
0 4014 670 490 74 78 76
n 866 1027 98 57 52 54
p 563 102 1922 77 74 75
Macro Fm: 69
Table 7.5: Confusion matrices for three-class classification. “Best system”
configuration: all features (unigram, bigram, POS, emoticons, character n-
grams), ShCl preprocessing, and MaxEnt classifier. 95% confidence interval
≈ ±1.
Table 7.6 (left-hand side) presents the results of the product reviews. The
combination of unigrams and bigrams works best, almost regardless of the
preprocessing. By contrast, POS features rapidly decrease the performance.
We suspect that POS-related features do not carry any useful information in
this case and also bring too much “noise” to the classifier.
In the right-hand side of Table 7.6 we can see the results of the movie
reviews. Again, the bigram feature performs best, paired with a combination
of HPS stemmer and phonetic transcription (ShPe). Adding POS-related
features causes a large drop in performance. We can conclude that for larger
texts, the bigram-based feature outperforms unigram features and, in some
cases, a proper preprocessing may further significantly improve the results.
Table 7.7 shows the effect of replacing named entities by their types.
Again, named entities (e.g. actors, directors, products, brands) are very
strong opinion-holders and thus their filtering significantly decreases classi-
fication performance.
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Product reviews, 3 classes Movie reviews, 3 classes
FS1 FS2 FS3 FS4 FS1 FS2 FS3 FS4
SnCk 69.90 74.00 52.41 49.02 75.94 77.02 70.72 61.44
SnCl 70.79 75.05 50.93 51.73 76.03 77.15 70.60 69.70
SlCk 66.87 75.18 58.52 55.49 77.92 78.26 73.25 72.09
SlCl 67.26 74.74 56.48 56.99 77.60 78.35 70.77 71.23
ShCk 66.90 74.68 57.39 56.91 77.82 78.23 73.80 71.59
ShCl 66.83 74.02 54.88 57.43 77.06 78.21 73.14 73.16
SnPe 69.42 74.20 50.01 55.46 76.59 77.67 69.27 72.50
SlPe 66.70 75.23 55.08 57.03 77.60 78.26 72.94 73.22
ShPe 67.54 73.38 56.22 59.47 77.62 78.50 73.86 72.68
Lp 65.60 74.68 56.18 56.68 76.94 77.01 67.87 69.80
Lo 68.11 75.30 52.83 54.03 76.17 77.37 72.93 72.04
Table 7.6: Results for the product and movie review datasets, classification
into three classes. FSx denote different feature sets. FS1 = Unigrams; FS2
= Uni + bigrams; FS3 = Uni + big + POS features; FS4 = Uni + big
+ POS + emot. Macro F-measure (in %), 95% confidence interval ≈ ±0.2
(products), ≈ ±0.3 (movies). Bold numbers denote the best results.
7.3.3 Feature Selection Experiments
Using the two most promising preprocessing pipelines (ShCl, ShPe), we con-
ducted experiments with feature selection methods as introduced in Section
7.2.3. We classify into three classes using both MaxEnt and SVM classifiers
on the Facebook dataset and using only MaxEnt on the other datasets (be-
cause of computational feasibility, as mentioned previously in Section 7.3.2).
Feature selection methods assign a certain weight to each feature and cut
off those features whose weight is under a certain threshold. To estimate
an optimal parameter automatically, we measured how the feature weight
threshold influences the performance. For this purposes we used held-out
data (10% of the training data). In each fold of the 10-fold cross validation,
the optimum threshold for feature cut-off was set such that the performance
on the held-out data was maximized.
In the previous experiments (Section 7.3), the feature space was pruned by
a minimum occurrence which was empirically set to five. This prior pruning
is not necessary for automatic feature selection. Therefore, we removed this
prior filtering for the experiments on the Facebook data.18
18For the other two datasets, the product reviews and movie reviews, we still kept the
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Product reviews, 3 classes Movie reviews, 3 classes
FS1 FS2 FS3 FS4 FS1 FS2 FS3 FS4
SlCk 66.87 75.18 58.52 55.49 77.92 78.26 73.25 72.09
NrSlCk 66.54 72.57 50.39 56.66 75.91 75.98 67.84 70.47
SlCl 67.26 74.74 56.48 56.99 77.60 78.35 70.77 71.23
NrSlCl 66.54 72.57 50.39 52.36 75.91 75.98 67.84 70.99
ShCl 66.83 74.02 54.88 57.43 77.06 78.21 73.14 73.16
NrShCl 66.19 71.94 56.13 58.91 75.79 75.86 72.99 72.39
SlPe 66.70 75.23 55.08 57.03 77.60 78.26 72.94 73.22
NrSlPe 64.98 74.45 49.39 55.97 76.09 76.07 72.09 68.33
ShPe 67.54 73.38 56.22 59.47 77.62 78.50 73.86 72.68
NrShPe 66.60 74.33 55.00 56.10 76.15 76.26 70.88 71.62
Table 7.7: Comparison of the five best (on average) preprocessing pipes with
and without NER (Nr prefix). Results for the product and movie review
datasets, classification into three classes. FSx denotes different feature sets.
FS1 = Unigrams; FS2 = Uni + bigrams; FS3 = Uni + big + POS features;
FS4 = Uni + big + POS + emot. Macro F-measure (in %), 95% confidence
interval ≈ ±0.2 (products), ≈ ±0.3 (movies). Bold numbers denote the best
results.
Figures 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6 show dependency graphs of the macro F-
measure given a feature weight threshold. Note that these figures depict
parameter estimation for only one fold from the 10-fold cross-validation and
thus serve only as an illustration of the feature selection behavior. It is
apparent that Information Gain and Mutual Information are able to filter out
noisy features to a large extent yet keep the performance almost unchanged.
The worst selector is Chi Square as it drastically lowers the performance even
with a very small filtering threshold.
Overall, a significant improvement from 73.38% (baseline) to 73.85% was
achieved for the product reviews, by means of the Mutual Information feature
selector and ShPe preprocessing pipeline (see Table 7.8). Yet very similar
results were obtained with a different preprocessing pipeline (ShCl). For
the movie reviews dataset (Table 7.10) and the Facebook dataset with and
without feature space pruning (Tables 7.9, and 7.11, respectively) no signi-
ficant improvement was achieved.
minimum occurrence set to five, as otherwise the feature space would become too large for
feasible computing.
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We can conclude that, in our settings, feature selection does not lead to
a better overall performance, however, it can speed up the classification by
filtering out noisy features.
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Figure 7.3: Feature weight threshold estimation on heldout data.
Product reviews, ShCl preprocessing pipe, MaxEnt classifier, 3 classes,
FS2: unigrams, bigrams
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Figure 7.4: Feature weight threshold estimation using heldout data.
Movie reviews, ShCl preprocessing pipe, MaxEnt classifier, three classes,
FS2: unigrams, bigrams
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Figure 7.5: Feature weight threshold estimation using heldout data.
Facebook dataset, ShCl preprocessing pipe, MaxEnt classifier, three
classes, no prior feature space pruning, FS5: unigrams, bigrams, POS,
emoticons, character n-grams
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Figure 7.6: Feature weight threshold estimation using heldout data.
Facebook dataset, ShCl preprocessing pipe, SVM classifier, three classes,
no prior feature space pruning, FS5: unigrams, bigrams, POS, emoticons,
character n-grams
7.3.4 Summary of Results for Social Media
Given the results achieved on the Facebook dataset, the following strategies
for sentiment analysis of social media in Czech can be considered. First,
the preprocessing pipeline should take into account text properties typical of
social media, such as proper tokenization (with respect to emoticons, URLs,
etc.), stemming, and lower-casing. Additional normalization, such as phon-
etic transcription, can also increase performance because of the many gram-
matical errors present in such texts (the case of e.g. i/y; ie/eˇ in Czech).
Second, the Maximum Entropy classifier yields better results than the linear
kernel SVM; moreover, the training is significantly shorter. The feature set
consisting of unigrams, bigrams, emoticons, and various POS features gives
the best overall results. Third, filtering named entities or feature selection
did not improve the overall performance for our dataset.
7.4 Conclusion
This chapter presented an in-depth research on supervised machine learning
methods for sentiment analysis of Czech social media.
We created a large Facebook dataset containing 10,000 posts, accom-
panied by human annotation with substantial agreement (Cohen’s κ 0.66)
and two automatically labeled datasets - one for movie reviews and one for
product reviews. All three labeled datasets are available under the Creative
Commons BY-NC-SA licence19 at <http://liks.fav.zcu.cz/sentiment>.
19 <http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/>
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We thoroughly evaluated various state-of-the-art features and classifiers
as well as different language-specific preprocessing techniques and feature
selection algorithms. We significantly outperformed the baseline (unigram
feature without preprocessing) in three-class classification and achieved an
F-measure of 0.69 using a combination of features (unigrams, bigrams, POS
features, emoticons, character n-grams) and preprocessing techniques (un-
supervised stemming and phonetic transcription). In addition, we reported
results in two other domains (movie and product reviews) with a significant
improvement over the baseline.
To the best of our knowledge, our papers [Habernal et al., 2013, 2014]
represent the first research that deals with sentiment analysis in Czech social
media in such a thorough manner. Not only does it use a dataset that is
magnitudes larger than any in the related work but also incorporates state-of-
the-art features and classifiers. We believe that the outcomes of this research
will not only help to set the common ground for sentiment analysis for the
Czech language but also help to extend the research beyond the mainstream
languages.
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8 Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis
In this chapter, we describe our approaches to the ABSA task in Czech and
English.
8.1 Czech and English SemEval 2014
This section is based on the paper [Hercig et al., 2016b]. We examine the
effectiveness of several unsupervised methods for latent semantics discovery
as features for aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA). We use the shared
task definition from SemEval 2014.
8.1.1 The ABSA Task
Aspect-based sentiment analysis firstly identifies the aspects of the target
entity and then assigns a polarity to each aspect. There are several ways to
define aspects and polarities. We use the definition based on the SemEval
2014’s ABSA task, which distinguishes two types of aspect-based sentiment:
aspect terms and aspect categories. The whole task is divided into four
subtasks. For detailed description see Section 2.3.
8.1.2 The Data
The methods described in Section 5 require large unlabeled data in order to
be trained. In this paper we used two types of corpora, labeled and unlabeled
for both Czech and English. The properties of these corpora are shown in
Table 8.1.
Labeled corpora for both languages are required to train the classifiers
(see Section 8.1.3). For English, we use the corpora introduced in SemEval
2014 Competition Task 4 [Pontiki et al., 2014]. The main criterion in choosing
the dataset was the dataset size (see Table 8.1).
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Dataset Sentences Targets Categories Tokens Words
English labeled 2016 train + test 2.7k 2.5k 3.4k 39.1k 4.4k
English labeled 2015 train + test 2k 1.9k 2.5k 29.1k 3.6k
English labeled 2014 train 3k 3.7k 3.7k 46.9k 4.9k
Czech labeled 2014 train 2.15k 3.3k 3k 34.9k 7.8k
English unlabeled 409k – – 27M 121k
Czech unlabeled 514k – – 15M 259k
Table 8.1: Properties of the SemEval ABSA tasks and corpora used in the
experiments in terms of the number of sentences, aspect terms (targets),
aspect categories (categories), tokens and unique words
For Czech, we extended the dataset from [Steinberger et al., 2014], nearly
doubling its size. The annotation procedure was identical to that of the
original dataset. The corpus was annotated by five native speakers. The
majority voting scheme was applied to the gold label selection. Agreement
between any two annotators was evaluated in the same way as we evaluate
our system against the annotated data (taken as the gold standard). This
means we take the output of the first annotator as the gold standard and
the output of the second annotator as the output of the system. The same
evaluation procedure as Pontiki et al. [2014] used, i.e. the F -measure for the
aspect term and aspect category extraction, and the accuracy for the aspect
term and aspect category polarity. The resulting mean values of annotator
agreement for the Czech labeled corpus are 82.9% (aspect term extraction),
88.0% (aspect category extraction), 85.7% (aspect term polarity) and 88.4%
(aspect category polarity). We believe this testifies to the high quality of our
corpus. The corpus is available for research purposes at <http://nlp.kiv.
zcu.cz/research/sentiment>.
The labeled corpora for both languages use the same annotation scheme
and are in the same domain. This allows us to compare the effectiveness of
the used features on the ABSA task for these two very different languages.
The lack of publicly available data in the restaurant domain in Czech
forced us to create a cross-domain unlabeled corpus for Czech. The Czech
unlabeled corpus is thus composed of three related domains: recipes (8.8M
tokens, 57.1%), restaurant reviews (2M tokens, 12.8%), and hotel reviews
(4.7M tokens, 30.1%). We selected these three domains because of their
close relations, which should be sufficient for the purposes of the ASBA task.
The English unlabeled corpus was downloaded from the site <http:
//opentable.com>.
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8.1.3 The ABSA System
We use and extend the systems created by Brychc´ın et al. [2014]. We imple-
mented four separate systems – one for each subtask of ABSA. The required
machine learning algorithms are implemented in the Brainy machine learning
library [Konkol, 2014]. We further extended this system and competed in the
SemEval 2016 ABSA task and we were ranked as one of the top performing
systems [Hercig et al., 2016a].
The systems share a simple preprocessing phase, in which we use a token-
izer based on regular expressions. The tokens are transformed to lower case.
Punctuation marks and stop words are ignored for the polarity task. In the
case of Czech, we also remove diacritics from all the words, because of their
inconsistent use.
The feature sets created for individual tasks are based on features com-
monly used in similar natural language processing tasks, e.g. named entity
recognition [Konkol and Konop´ık, 2013], document-level sentiment analysis
[Habernal et al., 2014], and document classification [Brychc´ın and Kra´l, 2014].
The following baseline features were used:
Affixes (A) – Affix (length 2-4 characters) of a word at a given position.
TF-IDF (T) – Term frequency - inverse document frequency of a word.
Learned dictionary (LD) – Dictionary of aspect terms from training data.
Words (W) – The occurrence of word at a given position (e.g. previous
word).
Bag of words (BoW) – The occurrence of a word in the context window.
Bigrams (B) – The occurrence of bigram at a given position.
Bag of bigrams (BoB) – The occurrence of a bigram in the context win-
dow.
The baseline feature set is then extended with semantic features. The
features are based on the word clusters created using the semantic models
described in Section 5. The following semantic features were used:
Clusters (C) – The occurrence of a cluster at a given position.
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Bag of clusters (BoC) – The occurrence of a cluster in the context win-
dow.
Cluster bigrams (CB) – The occurrence of cluster bigram at a given po-
sition.
Bag of cluster bigrams (BoCB) – The occurrence of cluster bigram in
the context window.
Each C (alternatively, CB, BoC, or BoCB) feature can be based on any
of the models from Section 5. In the description of the systems for individual
tasks, we use simply C to denote that we work with this type of feature.
When we later describe the experiments, we use explicitly the name of the
model (e.g. HAL).
Subtask 1: Aspect Term Extraction
The aspect term extraction is based on experiences in NER task [Konkol
et al., 2015, Konkol and Konop´ık, 2013]. The NER task tries to find special
expressions in a text and classify them into groups. The aspect term extrac-
tion task is very similar, because it also tries to identify special expressions.
In contrast with NER, these expressions are not classified, and have different
properties, e.g. they are not so often proper names.
We have decided to use CRF, because they are regarded as the state-of-
the-art method for NER. The baseline feature set consists of W, BoW, B,
LD, and A. In our experiments, we extend this with the semantic features C
and CB. The context for this task is defined as a five word window centred
at the currently processed word.
Subtask 2: Aspect Term Polarity
Our aspect term polarity detection is based on the Maximum Entropy clas-
sifier, which works very well in many NLP tasks, including document-level
sentiment analysis [Habernal et al., 2014].
For each aspect term, we create a context window ten words to the left
and right of the aspect term. The features for each word and bigram in this
window are weighted based on their distance from the aspect term given by
weighing function. This follows the general belief that close words are more
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important than distant words, which is used in several methods [Lund and
Burgess, 1996].
We have tested several weighing functions and selected the Gaussian func-
tion based on the results. The expected value µ and the variance σ2 of the
Gaussian function were found experimentally on the training data.
The feature set for our baseline system consists of BoW and BoB, and
we further experiment with BoC and BoCB.
Subtask 3: Aspect Category Extraction
The aspect category extraction is based on research in multi-label document
classification [Brychc´ın and Kra´l, 2014]. The multi-label document classific-
ation system tries to assign several labels to a document. We do exactly the
same, although our documents are only single sentences and the labels are
aspect term categories.
We use one binary Maximum Entropy classifier for each category. It de-
cides whether the sentence belongs to the given category. The whole sentence
is used as the context.
The baseline uses the features BoW, BoB, and T. We try to improve it
with BoC and BoCB.
Subtask 4: Aspect Category Polarity
The aspect category task is similar to document-level sentiment analysis
[Habernal et al., 2014] when the document is of similar length. We create
one Maximum Entropy classifier for each category. For a given category, the
classifier uses the same principle as in global sentiment analysis. Of course,
the training data are different for each category. The context in this task is
the whole sentence.
We use the following features as a baseline: BoW, BoB, and T. In our
experiments, we extend this with BoC and BoCB.
8.1.4 Experiments
In the following presentation of the results of the experiments, we use the
notation BL for a system with the baseline feature set (i.e. without cluster
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features). Cluster features based on HAL are denoted by HAL. For other
semantic spaces, the notation is analogous.
Because Czech has rich morphology we use stemming to deal with this
problem (stemming is denoted as S). Also we use the stemmed versions of
semantic spaces (the corpora used for training semantics spaces are simply
preprocessed by stemming). The system that uses this kind of cluster features
is denoted by S-HAL for the HAL model, and analogously for the other
models.
The union of feature sets is denoted by the operator +. For example
BL+S-BL+S-GloVe denotes the baseline feature set extended by stemmed
baseline features and by a stemmed version of GloVe clusters.
The number of clusters for a particular semantic space is always explicitly
mentioned in the following tables.
Unsupervised Model Settings
All unsupervised models were trained on the unlabeled corpora described in
Section 8.1.2.
The implementations of the HAL and COALS algorithms are available in
an open source package S-Space [Jurgens and Stevens, 2010]1. The settings of
the GloVe, CBOW, and Skip-gram models reflect the results of these methods
in their original publications [Pennington et al., 2014, Mikolov et al., 2013a]
and were set according to a reasonable proportion of the complexity and the
quality of the resulting word vector outputs. We used the GloVe implement-
ation provided on the official website2, CBOW and Skip-gram models use
the Word2Vec3 implementation and the LDA implementation comes from
the MALLET [McCallum, 2002] software package.
The detailed settings of all these methods are shown in Table 8.2.
CLUTO software package [Karypis, 2003] is used for words clustering with
the k-means algorithm and cosine similarity metric. All vector space models
in this paper cluster the word vectors into four different numbers of clusters:
100, 500, 1000, and 5000. For stemming, we use the implementation of
1Available at <https://code.google.com/p/airhead-research/>.
2Available at <http://www-nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/>.
3Available at <https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/>.
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dimension window special settings
HAL 50,000 4
COALS 14,000 4 without SVD
GloVe 300 10 100 iterations
CBOW 300 10 100 iterations
SKIP 300 10 100 iterations
LDA 100 sentence 1000 iterations
Table 8.2: Model settings
HPS [Brychc´ın and Konop´ık, 2015]4 that is the state-of-the-art unsupervised
stemmer.
8.1.5 Results
We experimented with two morphologically very different languages, Eng-
lish, and Czech. English, as a representative of the Germanic languages, is
characterized by almost no inflection. Czech is a representative of the Slavic
languages, and has a high level of inflection and relatively free word order.
We provide the same evaluation as in the SemEval 2014 [Pontiki et al.,
2014]. For the aspect term extraction (TE) and the aspect category extrac-
tion (CE) we use F -measure as an evaluation metric. For the sentiment
polarity detection of aspect terms (TP) and aspect categories (CP), we use
accuracy.
We use 10-fold cross-validation in all our experiments. In all the tables
in this section, the results are expressed in percentages, and the numbers in
brackets represents the absolute improvements against the baseline.
We started our experiments by testing all the unsupervised models separ-
ately. In the case of Czech, we also tested stemmed versions of all the models.
For English, we did not use stemming, because it does not play a key role
[Habernal et al., 2014]. The results are shown in Tables 8.3 and 8.4.
Each model brings some improvement in all the cases. Also, the stemmed
versions of the models are almost always better than the unstemmed models.
Thus, we continued the experiments only with the stemmed models for Czech.
The stems are used as a separate features and are seen to be very useful for
4Available at <http://liks.fav.zcu.cz/HPS>.
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Task TE TP CE CP
BL 75.6 67.4 77.5 68.3
BL+HAL 80.3 (+4.6) 70.6 (+3.2) 79.5 (+2.0) 69.5 (+1.3)
BL+COALS 78.7 (+3.0) 69.0 (+1.6) 78.6 (+1.1) 69.2 (+0.9)
BL+CBOW 80.6 (+5.0) 71.1 (+3.7) 79.3 (+1.8) 71.4 (+3.2)
BL+SKIP 78.9 (+3.2) 69.9 (+2.5) 79.6 (+2.1) 70.8 (+2.6)
BL+GLOVE 78.7 (+3.0) 70.2 (+2.8) 79.5 (+2.1) 70.8 (+2.5)
BL+LDA 78.5 (+2.9) 69.8 (+2.4) 78.4 (+0.9) 70.0 (+1.8)
BL+CBOW+GLOVE 80.4 (+4.8) 70.9 (+3.5) 80.6 (+3.1) 72.1 (+3.8)
Table 8.5: Models combinations on English dataset
Task TE TP CE CP
BL 71.4 67.4 71.7 69.7
BL+S-BL 74.9 (+3.4) 69.0 (+1.6) 73.6 (+1.9) 71.3 (+1.6)
BL+S-BL+S-HAL 78.5 (+7.0) 70.5 (+3.1) 78.5 (+6.8) 72.3 (+2.6)
BL+S-BL+S-COALS 77.8 (+6.3) 70.9 (+3.6) 77.5 (+5.7) 73.1 (+3.4)
BL+S-BL+S-CBOW 77.9 (+6.4) 72.1 (+4.7) 78.1 (+6.4) 73.6 (+3.9)
BL+S-BL+S-SKIP 77.8 (+6.3) 71.6 (+4.3) 78.0 (+6.3) 75.2 (+5.5)
BL+S-BL+S-GLOVE 78.5 (+7.1) 71.3 (+3.9) 79.5 (+7.8) 74.1 (+4.4)
BL+S-BL+S-LDA 77.4 (+6.0) 70.2 (+2.9) 75.6 (+3.8) 73.4 (+3.7)
BL+S-BL+S-CBOW+S-GLOVE 78.7 (+7.3) 72.5 (+5.1) 80.0 (+8.3) 74.0 (+4.3)
Table 8.6: Model combinations on Czech dataset
Czech (see Table 8.6).
In the subsequent experiments, we tried to combine all the clusters from
one model. We assumed that different clustering depths could bring useful
information into the classifier. These combinations are shown in Table 8.5
for English and Table 8.6 for Czech. We can see that the performance was
considerably improved. Taking these results into account, the best models
for ABSA seem to be GloVe and CBOW.
To prevent overfitting, we cannot combine all the models and all the
clustering depths together. Thus, we only combined the two best models
(GloVe, CBOW). The results are shown again in Tables 8.5 and 8.6 in the
last row. In all the subtasks, the performance stagnates or slightly improves.
Our English baseline extracts aspect terms with 75.6% F -measure and
aspect categories with 77.6% F -measure. The Czech baseline is considerably
worse, and achieves the results 71.4% and 71.7% F -measures in the same
subtasks. The behaviour of our baselines for sentiment polarity tasks is
different. The baselines for aspect term polarity and aspect category polarity
in both languages perform almost the same: the accuracy ranges between
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67.4% and 69.7% for both languages.
In our experiments, the word clusters from semantic spaces (especially
CBOW and GloVe models) and stemming by HPS proved to be very useful.
Large improvements were achieved for all four subtasks and both languages.
The aspect term extraction and aspect category extraction F -measures of our
systems improved to approximately 80% for both languages. Similarly, the
polarity detection subtasks surpassed 70% accuracy, again for both languages.
8.1.6 Conclusion
In our experiments we used labeled and unlabeled corpora within the res-
taurants domain for two languages: Czech and English.
We explored several unsupervised methods for word meaning representa-
tion. We created word clusters and used them as features for the ABSA task.
We achieved considerable improvements for both the English and Czech lan-
guages. We also used the unsupervised stemming algorithm called HPS,
which helped us to deal with the rich morphology of Czech.
Out of all the tested models, GloVe and CBOW seem to perform the best,
and their combination together with stemming for Czech was able to improve
all four ABSA subtasks. Moreover, we achieve new state-of-the-art results
for Czech.
We created two new Czech corpora within the restaurant domain for the
ABSA task: one labeled for supervised training, and the other (considerably
larger) unlabeled for unsupervised training. The corpora are available to the
research community.
Since none of the methods used to improve ABSA in this paper require
any external information about the language, we assume that similar im-
provements can be achieved for other languages. Thus, the main direction
for future research is to experiment with more languages from different lan-
guage families.
8.2 English SemEval 2016
This section describes our system used in the ABSA task of SemEval 2016
[Hercig et al., 2016a]. Our system is build upon the previous one in Section
8.1. We use Maximum Entropy classifier for the aspect category detection
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and for the sentiment polarity task. Conditional Random Fields (CRF) are
used for opinion target extraction.
8.2.1 Introduction
In the current ABSA task - SemEval 2016 task 5 [Pontiki et al., 2016] has at-
tracted 29 participating teams competing in 40 different experiments among
8 languages. The task has three subtasks: Sentence-level (SB1), Text-level
(SB2), and Out-of-domain ABSA (SB3). The subtasks are further divided
into three slots:
• 1) Aspect Category Detection – the category consists of an entity and
attribute (E#A) pair.
• 2) Opinion Target Expression (OTE)
• 3) Sentiment Polarity (positive, negative, neutral, and for SB2 conflict)
In phase A we solved slots 1 and 2. In phase B we were given the results for
slots 1 and 2 and solved slot 3. We participate in 19 experiments including
Chinese, English, French, and Spanish.
8.2.2 System Description
Our approach to the ABSA task is based on supervised Machine Learning.
Detailed description for each experiment can be found in Section 8.2.6 and
Section 8.2.7.
For all experiments we use Brainy [Konkol, 2014] machine learning lib-
rary. Data preprocessing includes lower-casing and in some cases lemmatiza-
tion. We utilize parse trees, lemmatization and POS tags from the Stanford
CoreNLP [Manning et al., 2014] v3.6 framework. We chose it because it has
support for Chinese, English, French, and Spanish.
Our system combines a large number of features to achieve competitive
results. In the following sections we will describe the features in detail.
8.2.3 Semantics Features
We use semantics models to derive word clusters from unlabeled datasets.
Similarly to [Toh and Su, 2015] we use the Amazon product reviews from
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Dimension Window Iterations
GloVe 300 10 100
CBOW 300 10 100
LDA – sentence 1000
Table 8.7: Model settings.
[Blitzer et al., 2007], the user reviews from the Yelp Phoenix Academic Data-
set5, and a review Opentable dataset6 to create semantic word clusters. We
consider GloVe, CBOW, and LDA semantics models.
The settings of the GloVe and CBOW models reflect the results of these
methods in their original publications [Pennington et al., 2014, Mikolov et al.,
2013a]. For LDA we experiment with 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 topics.
The detailed settings of all these methods are shown in Table 8.7.
We used the GloVe implementation provided on the official website7,
CBOW model uses the Word2Vec8 implementation and the LDA implement-
ation comes from the MALLET [McCallum, 2002] software package.
CLUTO software package [Karypis, 2003] is used for words clustering with
the k-means algorithm and cosine similarity metric. All vector space models
in this paper cluster the word vectors into four different numbers of clusters:
100, 500, 1000, and 5000.
The following features are based on the word clusters created using the
semantic models.
Clusters (C) – The occurrence of a cluster at a given position.
Bag of Clusters (BoC) – The occurrence of a cluster in the context win-
dow.
Cluster Bigrams (CB) – The occurrence of cluster bigram at a given po-
sition.
Bag of Cluster Bigrams (BoCB) – The occurrence of cluster bigram in
the context window.
5 <https://www.yelp.com/dataset_challenge>
6 downloaded from <http://opentable.com>
7 <http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove>
8 <https://code.google.com/p/word2vec>
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8.2.4 Constrained Features
Affixes (A) – Affix (length 2-4 characters) of a word at a given position
with a frequency > 5.
Aspect Category (AC) – extracted aspect category. We use separately
the entity, attribute, and the E#A pair.
Aspect Target (AT) – listed aspect target.
Bag of Words (BoW) – The occurrence of a word in the context window.
Bag of Words filtered by POS (BoW-POS) – The occurrence of a word
in the context window filtered by POS tags.
Bag of Bigrams (BoB) – The occurrence of a bigram in the context win-
dow.
Bag of Words around Verb (5V) – Bag of 5 words before verb and a
bag of 5 words after verb.
Bag of 5 Words at the Beginning of Sentence (5sS) – Bag of 5 words
at the beginning of a sentence.
Bag of 5 Words at the End of Sentence (5eS) – Bag of 5 words at the
end of a sentence.
Bag of Head Words (BoHW) – bag of extracted head words from the
sentence parse tree.
Emoticons (E) We used a list of positive and negative emoticons [Montejo-
Ra´ez et al., 2012]. The feature captures the presence of an emoticon
within the text.
Head Word (HW) – extracted head word from the sentence parse tree.
Character N-gram (ChN) – The occurrence of character n-gram at a
given position.
Learned Target Dictionary (LTD) – presence of a word from learned9
dictionary of aspect terms.
Learned Target Dictionary by Category (LTD-C) – presence of a word
from the learned dictionary9 of aspect terms grouped by category.
9from training data
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N-gram (N) – The occurrence of n-gram in the context window.
N-gram Shape (NSh) – The occurrence of word shape n-gram in the con-
text window. We consider unigrams with frequency >5 and bigrams,
trigrams with frequency > 20.
Paragraph Vectors (P2Vec) is an unsupervised method of learning text
representation [Le and Mikolov, 2014]. Resulting feature vector has a
fixed dimension while the input text can be of any length. The model is
trained on the One billion word benchmark presented in [Chelba et al.,
2013], resulting vectors10 are used as features for a sentence. We use
the implementation by Rˇeh˚urˇek and Sojka [2010].
POS N-gram (POS-N) – The occurrence of POS n-gram in the context
window.
Punctuation (P) – The occurrence of a question mark, an exclamation
mark or at least two dots in the context window.
Skip-bigram (SkB) – Instead of using sequences of adjacent words (n-
grams) we used skip-grams [Guthrie et al., 2006, Reyes et al., 2013],
which skip over arbitrary gaps. We consider skip-bigrams with 2 to 5
word skips and remove skip-grams with a frequency ≤ 5.
Target Bag of Words (T-BoW) – BoW containing parent, siblings, and
children of the target from the sentence parse tree.
TF-IDF (TF-IDF) – Term frequency - inverse document frequency of a
word computed from the training data.
Verb Bag of Tags (V-BoT) – Bag of syntactic dependency tags of parent,
siblings, and children of the verb from the sentence parse tree.
Verb Bag of Words (V-BoW) – Bag of words for parent, siblings, and
children of the verb from the sentence parse tree.
Word Shape (WSh) – we assign words into one of 24 classes11 similar to
the function specified in [Bikel et al., 1997].
Words (W) – The occurrence of word at a given position (e.g. previous
word).
10Vector dimension has been set to 300.
11We use edu.stanford.nlp.process.WordShapeClassifier with the WORDSHAPE-
CHRIS1 setting.
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8.2.5 Unconstrained Features
Dictionary (DL) – presence of a word from dictionary extracted from the
Annotation Guidelines for Laptops.
Dictionary (DR) – presence of a word from dictionary extracted from the
Annotation Guidelines for Restaurants.
Enchanted Dictionary (ED) – presence of a word from a dictionary ex-
tracted from website12.
Group of Words from ED (EDG) – presence of any word from a group
from the ED dictionary.
Dictionary of Negative Words (ND) – presence of any negative word
from the negative words list13.
Sentiment (S) – this is a union of features dealing with sentiment. It con-
sists of BoG features where the groups correspond to various sentiment
lexicons. We used the following lexicon resources: Affinity lexicon
[Nielsen, 2011], Senticon [Cruz et al., 2014], dictionaries from [Stein-
berger et al., 2012], MICRO-WNOP [Cerini et al., 2007], and the list of
positive or negative opinion words from [Liu et al., 2005]. Additional
feature includes the output of Stanford CoreNLP [Manning et al., 2014]
v3.6 sentiment analysis package by Socher et al. [2013].
8.2.6 Phase A
Sentence-Level Category (SB1, slot 1) We use Maximum Entropy clas-
sifier for all classes. Then a threshold t is used to decide which categories
will be assigned by the classifier.
Chinese We used identical features for both domains (BoB, BoHW, BoW,
ChN, N ), where ChN ranges from unigram to 4-gram and ChN with fre-
quency < 20 are removed and N ranges from unigram to trigram and ChN
with frequency < 10 are removed. The threshold was set to t = 0.1.
12 <http://www.enchantedlearning.com/wordlist/>
13 <http://dreference.blogspot.cz/2010/05/negative-ve-words-adjectives-
list-for.html>
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Spanish For Spanish we used the following features: 5V, 5eS, BoB, BoHW,
BoW, BoW-POS, ChN, V-BoT, where 5V considers only adjective, adverb,
and noun, 5eS considers adjectives and adverbs with frequency > 5, ChN
ranges from unigram to 4-gram and ChN with frequency < 20 are removed,
BoW-POS is used separately for adverbs, nouns, verbs, and a union of ad-
jectives, adverbs, nouns, and verbs, V-BoT is used separately for adverbs,
nouns, and a union of adjectives and adverbs while reducing feature space
by 50 occurrences. The threshold was set to t = 0.2.
English English features employ lemmatization. The threshold was set to
t = 0.14. Common features for all experiments in this task are 5V, 5eS,
BoB, BoHW, BoW, BoW-POS, P, TF-IDF, V-BoT, where 5V considers
only adjective, adverb, and noun, 5eS filters only adjective and adverb, BoW-
POS contains adjectives, adverbs, nouns, and verbs, V-BoT filters adjectives
and adverbs with frequency > 20.
The unconstrained model for the Laptops domain additionally uses BoC,
BoCB, DL, ED, P2Vec BoC and BoCB include the GloVe and CBOW mod-
els computed on the Amazon dataset.
The constrained model for the restaurant domain additionally uses 5sS,
ChN, LTD, LTD-C, P2Vec 5sS filters only adjective and adverb, ChN in this
case means character unigrams with frequency > 5. This model also considers
separate BoW-POS features for groups for adverbs, nouns and verbs.
The unconstrained model for the restaurant domain uses BoC, BoCB,
DR, LDA, ND, NSh on top of the previously listed features for the con-
strained model.
BoC and BoCB include the GloVe, CBOW, and LDA models computed
on the Yelp dataset and CBOW model computed on the Opentable dataset.
Sentence-Level Target (SB1, slot 2) Similarly to [Brychc´ın et al., 2014],
we have decided to use CRF to solve this subtask. The context for this task
is defined as a five word window centred at the currently processed word.
English features for this subtask employ lemmatization.
The baseline feature set consists of A, BoB, BoW-POS, HW, LTD, LTD-
C, N, POS-N, V-BoT, W, WSh. BoW-POS contains adjectives, adverbs,
nouns, verbs, and a union of adverbs and nouns. We consider POS-N with
frequency > 10. V-BoT includes adverbs, nouns, and a union of adjectives,
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adverbs, nouns, and verbs.
In the unconstrained model, we extend this with the semantic features C,
CB (created using the CBOW model computed on the Opentable dataset)
and with lexicons DR, EDG.
Sentence-Level Category & Target (SB1, slot 1&2) We assign targets
as described above and then combine them with the best five candidates for
aspect category14. We also add aspect categories without target. This pro-
duces too many combinations, thus we need to filter the unlikely opinions.
We remove the opinions without target in a sentence where the aspect cat-
egory is already present with a target. When there is only one target and
one aspect category in a sentence we combine them into a single opinion.
Text-Level Category (SB2, slot 1) We used the baseline algorithm: the
predicted sentence-level tuples (SB1, slot 1) are copied to text-level and du-
plicates are removed.
8.2.7 Phase B
Sentence-Level Sentiment Polarity (SB1, slot 3) Our sentiment polarity
detection is based on the Maximum Entropy classifier, which works very well
in many NLP tasks, including document-level sentiment analysis [Habernal
et al., 2014].
Chinese We used identical features for both domains (5V, 5eS, 5sS, AC,
BoB, BoHW, BoW, BoW-POS, ChN, N, NSh, P, SkB, V-BoT, V-BoW ),
where 5V considers adjectives and adverbs with frequency > 5, 5eS and 5sS
contain adjectives, adverbs, nouns, and verbs, BoW-POS is used separately
for adjectives and adverbs, ChN ranges from unigram to 5-gram and ChN
with frequency < 5 are removed, N ranges from unigram to 5-gram and ChN
with frequency < 2 are removed, V-BoT is used separately for verbs, and
a union of adjectives and adverbs, V-BoW is used separately for adjectives,
adverbs, verbs, a union of adjectives and adverbs and a union of adjectives,
adverbs, nouns, and verbs, while reducing feature space by 2 occurrences.
French We employ lemmatization for French. The first constrained model
includes the following features: AC, BoB, BoHW, BoW, BoW-POS, ChN,
14We use the same settings and approach as in the sentence-level category detection
(SB1 slot 1).
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LTD, LTD-C, N, NSh, P, SkB, V-BoT, where BoW-POS is used separately
for adjectives, adverbs and a union of adjectives, adverbs, nouns, and verbs,
ChN ranges from unigram to 5-gram and ChN with frequency ≤ 5 are re-
moved, N ranges from unigram to 5-gram and N with frequency < 2 are
removed, V-BoT is used separately for verbs, and a union of adjectives and
adverbs.
The second constrained model additionally uses 5V, 5eS, 5sS, AT, T-
Bow, V-BoW, where 5V considers only adjective and adverb, 5eS, 5sS con-
siders adjective, adverb, noun, and verb, T-BoW is used for adjectives, ad-
verbs, nouns, and verbs, V-BoW is used separately for adjectives, adverbs,
verbs, a union of adjectives and adverbs and a union of adjectives, adverbs,
nouns, and verbs, while reducing feature space by 2 occurrences.
Spanish We employ lemmatization for Spanish. We used the following fea-
tures: 5V, 5eS, AC, BoB, BoHW, BoW, BoW-POS, E, ChN, LTD, LTD-C,
N, NSh, P, SkB, T-Bow, V-BoT, V-BoW, where 5V considers only adjective
and adverb, 5eS considers adjective, adverb, noun, and verb, BoW-POS is
used separately for adjectives, adverbs, ChN ranges from unigram to 5-gram
and ChN with frequency ≤ 5 are removed, N ranges from unigram to 5-gram
and N with frequency < 2 are removed, T-BoW is used for adjectives, ad-
verbs, nouns, and verbs, V-BoT is used separately for verbs, and a union
of adjectives and adverbs, V-BoW is used separately for adjectives, adverbs,
verbs, a union of adjectives and adverbs and a union of adjectives, adverbs,
nouns, and verbs, while reducing feature space by 2 occurrences.
English We use lemmatization in this subtask. Common features for all
experiments in this task are 5V, 5eS, 5sS, AC, AT, BoB, BoHW, BoW,
BoW-POS, E, ChN, LTD, LTD-C, N, NSh, P, SkB, V-BoT, V-BoW, where
5V considers adjectives and adverbs, 5eS, 5sS consists of adjectives, adverbs,
nouns, and verbs, , BoW-POS contains adjectives and adverbs, N ranges
from unigram to 5-gram and N with frequency < 2 are removed, V-BoT is
used separately for verbs, and a union of adjectives and adverbs, V-BoW
is used separately for adjectives, adverbs, verbs, a union of adjectives and
adverbs and a union of adjectives, adverbs, nouns, and verbs, while reducing
feature space by 2 occurrences.
The unconstrained model for the Laptops domain additionally uses BoC,
BoCB, ED, S BoC and BoCB include the GloVe and CBOW models com-
puted on the Amazon dataset.
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The constrained model for the restaurant domain additionally uses T-
Bow, TF-IDF, where T-BoW is used for adjectives, adverbs, nouns, and
verbs.
The unconstrained model for the restaurant domain uses BoC, BoCB,
ED, ND, S on top of the previously listed features for the constrained model.
BoC and BoCB include the GloVe and CBOW models computed on the
Yelp dataset and CBOW model computed on the Opentable dataset.
Text-Level Sentiment Polarity (SB2, slot 3) The baseline algorithm tra-
verses the predicted sentence-level tuples of the same category and counts
the respective polarity labels (positive, negative or neutral). Finally, the po-
larity label with the highest frequency is assigned to the text-level category.
If there are not any sentence-level tuples of the same category the polarity
label is determined based on all tuples regardless of the category.
Our improved algorithm contains an additional step, that assigns polarity
for cases (categories) with more than one sentence-level polarity labels. The
resulting polarity is determined by the following algorithm:
if(catPolarity == lastPolarity){
assign lastPolarity;
}else if(catPolarity == entPolarity){
assign entPolarity;
}else{
assign CONFLICT;
}
where catPolarity is the polarity label with the highest frequency for the
given category (E#A touple), entPolarity is the polarity label with the
highest frequency for the entity E and lastPolarity is the last seen polarity
label for the given category. This follows our believe that the last polarity
tends to reflect the final sentiment (opinion) toward the aspect category.
8.2.8 Results and Discussion
As shown in the Table 8.8 we achieved very satisfactory results especially for
the constrained experiments.
In the English sentence-level Laptops domain our constrained method was
slightly better than the unconstrained one (by 0.6%).
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The baseline algorithm for text-level category (SB2, slot 1)15 achieves an
F1 score of 96.1% on the Laptops domain and 97.1% on the Restaurants
domain for English. When we add the corresponding general class for the
given domain (e.g. RESTAURANT#GENERAL and LAPTOP#GENERAL) the algorithm
achieves an F1 score of 96.9% on the Laptops domain and 99.8% on the
Restaurants domain for English.
The baseline algorithm for text-level sentiment polarity (SB2, slot 3)15
achieves an Accuracy of 86.8% on the Laptops domain and 89.6% on the
Restaurants domain for English, while the improved algorithm achieves an
Accuracy of 94.5% on the Laptops domain and 97.3% on the Restaurants
domain for English.
8.2.9 Conclusion
We competed in 19 constrained experiments and achieved state-of-the-art
results in 9 of them. In the other 10 cases we have reached at worst the
4th place. Our unconstrained systems participated in 10 experiments and
achieved 5 ranks ranging from the 1st to 3rd place. In other words, we
achieved state-of-the-art results in 2 experiments among the unconstrained
systems.
15Using the sentence-level gold test data.
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9 Neural Networks for Sentiment
Analysis
This chapter presents the first attempt at using neural networks for sentiment
analysis in Czech [Lenc and Hercig, 2016].
We first perform experiments on two English corpora to allow compar-
ability with the existing state-of-the-art methods for sentiment analysis in
English. Then we explore the effectiveness of using neural networks on four
Czech corpora.
9.1 Introduction
The current approaches to sentiment analysis in English explore various
neural network architectures (e.g. [Kim, 2014, Socher et al., 2013, dos Santos
and Gatti, 2014]). We try to replicate the results shown in [Kim, 2014] and
adapt the proposed architecture to the sentiment analysis task in Czech –
a highly inflectional Slavic language. To the best of our knowledge, neural
networks have not been used for the sentiment analysis task in Czech.
In this work we will focus on the sentiment polarity task on aspect-level
and document-level1 for Czech and English. In terms of the SemEval 2014
task it is the Aspect Term Polarity and Aspect Category Polarity (TP and
CP) subtasks. In terms of the SemEval 2016 task it is the Sentence-level
Sentiment Polarity subtask.
Our main goal is to measure the difference between the previous results
and the new results achieved by neural network architectures.
1For the English RT dataset and Czech Facebook dataset it can be also called the
sentence-level.
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9.2 Data
In this work we use two types of corpora:
• Aspect-level for the ABSA task and
• Document-level for the sentiment polarity task.
The properties of these corpora are shown in Table 9.1. The English Aspect-
level datasets come from the SemEval ABSA tasks. Although we show prop-
erties of the datasets from previous years, we report results only on the latest
datasets from the SemEval 2016.
We do not use the Czech IT product datasets [Tamchyna et al., 2015]
because of its small size and because no results for the sentiment polarity
task have been reported using these datasets so far. The Czech Facebook
dataset has a label for bipolar sentiment which we discard, similarly to the
original publication.
For all experiments we use 10-fold cross validation in cases where there
are no designated test and train data splits.
9.3 System
The proposed sentiment classification system can be divided into two mod-
ules. The first one serves for data preprocessing and creates the data repres-
entation while the second one performs the classification. The classification
module utilizes three different neural network architectures. All networks use
the same preprocessing.
9.3.1 Data Preprocessing and Representation
The importance of data preprocessing has been proven in many NLP tasks.
The first step in our preprocessing chain is removing the accents similarly
to [Habernal et al., 2014] and converting the text to lower case. This process
may lead to loss of some information but we include it due to the fact that
the data we use are collected from the Internet and therefore it may contain
grammatical errors, misspellings and could be written either with or without
accents. Finally, all numbers are replaced with one common token. We
also perform stemming utilizing the High Precision Stemmer [Brychc´ın and
Konop´ık, 2015].
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The input feature of the neural networks is a sequence of words in the
document represented using the one hot encoding. A dictionary is first cre-
ated from the training set. It contains a specified number of most frequent
words. The words are then represented by their indexes in the dictionary.
The words that are not in the dictionary are assigned a reserved ”Out of
dictionary” index. An important issue is the variable length of classified sen-
tences. Therefore, we cut the longer ones and pad the shorter ones to a fixed
length. The padding token has also a reserved index. We use dictionary size
20,000 in all experiments. The sentence length was set to 50 in all experi-
ments with document-level sentiment. We set the sequence length to 11 in
the aspect-level sentiment experiments.
9.3.2 CNN 1
This network was proposed by Kim [2014]. It is a modification of the archi-
tecture proposed in [Collobert et al., 2011]. The first layer is the embedding
one. It learns a word vector of fixed length k for each word. We use k = 300
in all experiments. It uses one convolutional layer which is composed of a set
of filters of size n× k which means that it is applied on sequence of n words
and the whole word vector (k is the length of the word vector). The applica-
tion of such filters results in a set of feature maps (results after applying the
convolutional filters to the input matrix). Kim proposes to use multiple filter
sizes (n = 3, 4, 5) and utilizes 100 filters of each size. Rectified linear units
(Relu) are used as activation function, drop-out rate is set to 0.5 and the
mini-batch size is 50. After this step, a max-over-time pooling is applied on
each feature map and thus the most significant features are extracted. The
selection of one most important feature from each feature map is supposed to
ensure invariance to the sentence length. The max pooling layer is followed
by a fully connected softmax layer which outputs the probability distribution
over labels. There are four approaches to the training of the embedding layer:
• 1) Word vectors trained from scratch (randomly initialized)
• 2) Static Word2Vec [Mikolov et al., 2013a] vectors
• 3) Non-static vectors (initialized by Word2Vec and then fine tuned)
• 4) Multichannel (both random initialized and pre-trained by Word2Vec).
The hyper-parameters of the network was set on the development part of the
SST dataset2. We use identical configuration in our experiments to allow
2Stanford Sentiment Treebank with neutral reviews removed and binary labels.
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comparability. We implemented only the basic – randomly initialized version
of word embeddings. Figure 9.1 depicts the architecture of the network.
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Figure 9.1: Architecture of the convolutional network CNN1
9.3.3 CNN 2
The architecture of this network was designed according to [Lenc and Kra´l,
2016] where it is successfully used for multi-label document classification.
Contrary to the work of Kim [2014] this network uses just one size of the
convolutional kernels and not the combination of several sizes. The kernels
have only 1 dimension (1D) while Kim have used larger 2 dimensional kernels.
It was proven on the document classification task that the simple 1D kernels
give better results than the 2D ones.
The input of the network is a vector of word indexes as described in
Section 9.3.1. The first layer is an embedding layer which represents each
input word as a vector of a given length. The document is thus represented
as a matrix with l rows and k columns where k is the length of embedding
vectors. The embedding length is set to 300. The next layer is the convolu-
tional one. We use nc convolution kernels of the size lk × 1 which means we
do 1D convolution over one position in the embedding vector over lk input
words. The size k is set to 3 (aspect-level sentiment) and 5 (document-level
sentiment) in our experiments and we use nc = 32 kernels. The following
layer performs max pooling over the length l − lk + 1 resulting in nn 1 × k
vectors. The output of this layer is then flattened and connected with the
output layer containing either 2 or 3 nodes (number of sentiment labels).
Figure 9.2 shows the architecture of the network.
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Figure 9.2: Architecture of the convolutional network CNN2
9.3.4 LSTM
The word sequence is the input to an embedding layer same as for the CNNs.
We use the embedding length of 300 in all experiments. The word embed-
dings are then fed to the recurrent LSTM layer with 128 hidden neurons.
Dropout rate of 0.5 is then applied and the final state of the LSTM layer
is connected with the softmax output layer. The network architecture is
depicted in Figure 9.3.
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Figure 9.3: Architecture of the LSTM network
9.3.5 Tools
We used Keras [Chollet, 2015] for implementation of all above mentioned
neural networks. It is based on the Theano deep learning library [Bergstra
et al., 2010]. It has been chosen mainly because of good performance and
our previous experience with this tool. All experiments were computed on
GPU to achieve reasonable computation times.
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9.4 Experiments
Results on RT movie dataset [Pang and Lee, 2005] (10662 sentences, 2 classes)
confirm that our implementation works similarly to the original (see Table
9.2).
Description Results
Kim [2014] randomly initialized 76.1
Kim [2014] best result 81.5
CNN1 77.1
CNN2 76.2
LSTM 61.7
Confidence Interval ±0.8
Table 9.2: Accuracy on the English RT movie reviews dataset in %.
We further performed evaluation on the current SemEval 2016 ABSA
dataset to allow comparison with the current state-of-the-art methods. These
results (see Table 9.3) show that the used neural network architectures are
still quite far from the finely tuned state-of-the-art results. However we need
to remind the reader that our goal was not to achieve the state-of-the-art
results, but to replicate network architectures that are used for sentiment
analysis in English as well as some networks utilized for other tasks in Czech.
Description Restaurants Laptops
SemEval 2016 best result 88 82
SemEval 2016 best constrained 88 75
CNN1 78 68
CNN2 78 71
LSTM 72 68
Confidence Interval ±3 ±3
Table 9.3: Accuracy on the English SemEval 2016 ABSA datasets in %.
Results on the Czech document-level datasets are shown in Table 9.4. For
the CSFD movie dataset, results are much worse than the previous work. We
believe that this is due to the number of words used for representation. We
used 50 words in all experiments and it may not suffice to fully understand
the review. This is supported by the fact that the global target context
[Brychc´ın and Habernal, 2013] helps to improve the results by 1.5%.
We applied three types of neural networks to the term polarity (TP)
and class polarity (CP) tasks and evaluated them on the Czech aspect-level
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restaurant reviews dataset. The results in Table 9.5 show markedly inferior
results compared to the state-of-the-art results 72.5% for the TP and 75.2%
for the CP tasks in [Hercig et al., 2016b]. Best results are achieved using the
combination of words and stemms as input.
Description CSFD Movies MALL Products Facebook Posts
Supervised Machine Learning3 78.5 75.3 69.4
Semantic Spaces4 80 78 -
Global Target Context5 81.5 - -
CNN1 stemmed 70.8 74.4 68.9
CNN2 stemmed 71.0 75.5 69.4
LSTM stemmed 70.2 73.5 67.6
Confidence Interval ±0.3 ±0.2 ±1.0
Table 9.4: F-measure on the Czech document-level datasets in %.
The inputs of the networks are one-hot vectors created from words in
the context window of the given aspect term. We used five words in each
direction of the searched aspect term resulting in window size 11. We do not
use any weighting to give more importance to the closest words as in [Hercig
et al., 2016b].
For statistical significance testing, we report confidence intervals at α
0.05.
CNN1 and CNN2 present similar results although the average best per-
formance is achieved by the CNN2 architecture. The LSTM architecture
consistently underperforms, we believe that this is due to the basic architec-
ture model.
9.5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this work we have presented the first attempts to classify sentiment of
Czech sentences using a neural network. We evaluated three architectures.
We first performed experiments on two English corpora mainly to allow
comparability with existing work for sentiment analysis in English.
We have further experimented with three Czech corpora for document-
level sentiment analysis and one corpus for aspect-based sentiment analysis.
3[Habernal et al., 2013]
4[Habernal and Brychc´ın, 2013]
5[Brychc´ın and Habernal, 2013]
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Term Polarity Class Polarity
Description \ Features W S W+S W S W+S
CNN1 65 66 67 65 66 68
CNN2 64 65 66 67 68 69
LSTM 61 62 62 65 65 64
Confidence Interval ±2 ±2 ±2 ±2 ±2 ±2
Table 9.5: Accuracy on the Czech aspect-level restaurant reviews dataset in
%. W denotes words, S stemms and W+S the combination of these inputs.
The experiments proved that the tested networks don’t achieve as good res-
ults as the state-of-the-art approaches. The most promising results were
obtained when using the CNN2 architecture. However, regarding the confid-
ence intervals, we can consider the performance of the architectures rather
comparable.
The results show that Czech is much more complicated to handle when
determining sentiment polarity. This can be caused by various properties
of Czech language that differ from English (e.g. double negative, sentence
length, comparative and superlative adjectives, or free word order). Double
or multiple negatives are grammatically correct ways to express negation in
Czech while in English double negative is not acceptable in formal situations
or in writing. Thus the semantic meaning of sentences with double or mul-
tiple negatives is hard to determine. In English comparative and superlative
forms of adjectives are created by adding suffixes6 while in Czech suffixes and
prefixes are used. Informal texts can contain mixed irregular adjectives with
prefixes and/or suffixes, thus making it harder to determine the semantic
meaning of these texts. The free word order can also cause difficulties to
train the models because the same thing may be expressed differently.
However, it must be noted that the compared approaches utilize much
richer information than our basic features fed to the neural networks. The
neural networks were also not fine-tuned for the task. Therefore we believe
that there is much room for further improvement and that neural networks
can reach or even outperform the state-of-the-art results.
We consider this paper to be the initial work on sentiment analysis using
neural networks in Czech.
6excluding irregular and long adjectives
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This chapter presents our machine learning approach to sarcasm detection on
Twitter in two languages – English and Czech. Although there has been some
research in sarcasm detection in languages other than English (e.g. Dutch,
Italian, and Brazilian Portuguese), our work [Pta´cˇek et al., 2014] is the first
attempt at sarcasm detection in the Czech language.
10.1 Introduction
Sentiment analysis on social media has been one of the most targeted research
topics in NLP in the past decade, as shown in several surveys [Liu and Zhang,
2012, Tsytsarau and Palpanas, 2012]. Since the goal of sentiment analysis
is to automatically detect the polarity of a document, misinterpreting irony
and sarcasm represents a big challenge [Davidov et al., 2010].
As there is only a weak boundary in meaning between irony, sarcasm
and satire [Reyes et al., 2012], we will use only the term sarcasm in this
chapter. Bosco et al. [2013] claim that “even if there is no agreement on a
formal definition of irony, psychological experiments have delivered evidence
that humans can reliably identify ironic text utterances from an early age in
life.” We have thus decided to rely on the ability of our human annotators
to manually label sarcastic tweets to train our classifiers. Sarcasm generally
reverses the polarity of an utterance from positive or negative into its oppos-
ite, which deteriorates the results of a given NLP task. Therefore, correct
identification of sarcasm can improve the performance.
The issue of automatic sarcasm detection has been addressed mostly in
English, although there has been some research in other languages, such
as Dutch [Liebrecht et al., 2013], Italian [Bosco et al., 2013], or Brazilian
Portuguese [Vanin et al., 2013]. To the best of our knowledge, no research
has been conducted in Czech or other Slavic languages. These languages
are challenging for many NLP tasks because of their rich morphology and
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syntax. This has motivated us to focus our current research on both English
and Czech.
Majority of the existing state-of-the-art techniques are language depend-
ent, which rely on language-specific lexical resources. Since no such resources
are available for Czech, we adapt some language-independent methods and
also apply various preprocessing steps for sentiment analysis proposed by
Habernal et al. [2013].
Research Questions
(1) To what extent can the language-independent approach compete with
methods based on lexical language-dependent resources? (2) Is it possible
to reach good agreement on annotating sarcasm and what typical text prop-
erties on Twitter are important for sarcasm detection? (3) What is the best
preprocessing pipeline that can boost performance on highly-flective Czech
language and what types of features and classifiers yield the best results?
10.2 Our Approach
This chapter presents the first attempt at sarcasm detection in the Czech
language, in which we focus on supervised machine learning approaches and
evaluate their performance. We selected various n-grams, including uni-
grams, bigrams, trigrams with frequency greater than three [Liebrecht et al.,
2013], and a set of language-independent features, including punctuation
marks, emoticons, quotes, capitalized words, character n-grams and skip-
grams [Reyes et al., 2013] as our baselines.
10.2.1 Classification
Our evaluation was performed using the Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) and
SVM classifiers. We used Brainy – a Java framework for machine learning
[Konkol, 2014] – with default settings (the linear kernel for SVM). All ex-
periments were conducted in the 5-fold cross validation manner similar to
[Davidov et al., 2010, Gonza´lez-Iba´n˜ez et al., 2011]. Our motivation to test
multiple classifiers stemmed also from related works which mostly test more
than one classifier. On the other hand, the choice between state-of-the-art
linear classifiers might not be much of importance, as the most important is
the feature engineering.
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10.2.2 Features
For our evaluation we used the most promising language-independent features
from the related work and POS related features. Feature sets used in our
evaluation are described below.
N-gram
Character n-gram We used character n-gram features [Blamey et al., 2012].
We set the minimum occurrence of a particular character n-gram to
either 5 or 50, in order to prune the feature space. Our character
feature set contains 3-grams to 6-grams.
N-gram We used word unigrams, bigrams and trigrams as binary features.
The feature space is pruned by the minimum n-gram occurrence set to
3 [Liebrecht et al., 2013].
Skip-bigram Instead of using sequences of adjacent words (n-grams) we
used skip-grams [Guthrie et al., 2006], which skip over arbitrary gaps.
Reyes et al. [2013] consider skip-bigrams with 2 or 3 word skips and
remove skip-grams with a frequency ≤ 20.
Pattern
Pattern Patterns composed of high frequency words (HFWs)1 and content
words (CWs)2 used by Davidov et al. [2010]. Pattern must contain at
least one high frequency word. The patterns contain 2-6 HFWs and
1-6 CWs. We set the minimum occurrence of a particular pattern to 5.
Word-shape pattern We tried to improve pattern features by using word-
shape classes for content words. We assign words into one of 24 classes3
similar to the function specified in [Bikel et al., 1997].
Part Of Speech
POS characteristics We implemented various POS features, e.g. the num-
ber of nouns, verbs, and adjectives [Ahkter and Soria, 2010], the ratio
of nouns to adjectives and verbs to adverbs [Kouloumpis et al., 2011],
and number of negative verbs obtained from POS tags.
1A word whose corpus frequency is more than 1000 words per million plus all punctu-
ation characters.
2A word whose corpus frequency is less than 1000 words per million.
3We use edu.stanford.nlp.process.WordShapeClassifier with the WORDSHAPE-
CHRIS1 setting.
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POS word-shape Unigram feature consisting of POS and word-shape (see
Word-shape pattern). The feature space is pruned by the minimum
occurrence set to 5.
POS n-gram Direct use of POS n-grams has not shown any significant
improvement in sentiment analysis but it may improve the results of
sarcasm detection. We experimented with 3-grams to 6-grams with the
minimum n-gram occurrence set to 5.
Others
Emoticons We used two lists of positive and negative emoticons [Montejo-
Ra´ez et al., 2012]. The feature captures the number of occurrences of
each class of emoticons within the text.
Punctuation-based We adapted punctuation-based features proposed by
Davidov et al. [2010]. This feature set consists of number of words,
exclamation marks, question marks, quotation marks and capitalized
words normalized by dividing them by the maximal observed value
multiplied by the averaged maximal value of the other feature groups.
Pointedness-based Pointedness was used by Reyes et al. [2013] to distin-
guish irony. It focuses on explicit marks which should reflect a sharp
distinction in the information that is transmitted. The presence of
punctuation marks, emoticons, quotes and capitalized words has been
considered.
Extended Pointedness This feature captures the number of occurrences
of punctuation marks and emoticons as well as the number of words,
exclamation marks, question marks, quotation marks and capitalized
words normalized by maximal observed value.
Word-case We implemented various word-case features that include e.g.
the number of upper cased words, number of words with first letter
capital normalized by number of words and number of upper cased
characters normalized by number of words.
10.3 Evaluation Datasets
We collected datasets using Twitter Search API and Java Language De-
tector 4. We collected 140,000 Czech and 780,000 English tweets, respectively.
4 <http://code.google.com/p/jlangdetect/>
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Due to lack of support for the Czech language on Twitter, we used the Twitter
Search API parameter geocode to acquire tweets posted near Prague. For the
English dataset we also collected tweets with the #sarcasm hashtag. Czech
users generally don’t use the sarcasm (“#sarkasmus”) or irony (“#ironie”)
hashtag variants5, thus we had to annotate the Czech dataset manually. The
final label distribution in datasets is shown in Table 10.3.
10.3.1 Filtering and Normalization
All user, URL and hashtag references in tweets have been replaced by “user”,
“link” and “hashtag” respectively. We also removed all tweets starting with
“RT” because they refer to previous tweets and tweets containing just com-
binations of user, link, “RT” and hashtags without any additional words.
Tokenization of tweets requires proper handling of emoticons and other
special character sequences typical on Twitter. The Ark-tweet-nlp tool [Gim-
pel et al., 2011] offers precisely that and although it was developed and tested
in English, it yields satisfactory results in Czech as well.
Czech is a highly flective language and uses a lot of diacritics. However
some Czech users type only the unaccented characters.6 Preliminary experi-
ments showed that removing diacritics yields better results, thus we removed
diacritics from all tweets.
10.3.2 Czech Dataset Annotation
Firstly we conducted an experiment to determine whether to annotate the
original data or the normalized data. We selected two sample sets of 50 tweets
containing Czech sarcasm (#sarkasmus) and irony (#ironie) hashtags and
other tweets. One annotator obtained the original data while the other got
the normalized data from the first sample set. We then tried to give both
annotators the original data from the first sample set and finally we gave them
both the normalized data from the second sample set. Table 10.1 shows the
difficulty of sarcasm identification without the knowledge hidden in hashtags,
user and links. The most promising results come from the annotation of the
original data, thus the rest of the data are annotated in this manner.
5We found only 10 tweets with sarcasm hashtag (“#sarkasmus”) and 100 tweets with
irony hashtag (“#ironie”) in 140,000 collected tweets.
6Approximately 10% of collected tweets were without any diacritics.
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Table 10.1: Confusion matrices and annotation agreement (Cohen’s κ)
between two annotators using original or normalized data.
We randomly selected 7,000 tweets from the collected data for annota-
tion. The annotators were given just simple instructions without an explicit
sarcasm definition (see Section 10.1): “A tweet is considered sarcastic when
its content is intended ironically / sarcastically without anticipating further
information. Offensive utterances, jokes and ironic situations are not con-
sidered ironic / sarcastic.”
The complete dataset of 7,000 tweets was independently annotated by
two annotators. The inter-annotator agreement (Cohen’s κ) between the two
annotators is 0.54. They disagreed on 403 tweets. To resolve these conflicts
we used a third annotator.
The third annotator has been instructed the same way as the other two.
The final κ agreement was measured between the first two annotators, thus
it was not affected by the third annotator. Kappa agreements measured on
the conflicted states (403 tweets) were 0.4 (annotator 1 vs. annotator 3) and
0.6 (annotator 2 vs. annotator 3).
Preprocessing
Preprocessing steps for handling social media texts in Czech were explored
in [Habernal et al., 2013]. The preprocessing diagram and its variants is
depicted in Table 10.2. Overall, there are various possible preprocessing
“pipe” configurations including “Basic” pipeline consisting of tokenizing and
POS-tagging only. We adapted all their preprocessing pipelines. However, as
the number of combinations would be too large, we report only the settings
with better performance.
10.3.3 English Dataset
We collected 780,000 (130,000 sarcastic and 650,000 non-sarcastic) tweets in
English. The #sarcasm hashtag was used as an indicator of sarcastic tweets.
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“Basic” pipe Pipe 2 Pipe 3
Tokenizing: ArkTweetNLP
POS tagging: PDT
– Stem: no (Sn) / light (Sl) / HPS (Sh)
– Stopwords removal
– – Phonetic: eSpeak (Pe)
Table 10.2: The preprocessing pipes for Czech (top-down). Combinations
of methods are denoted using the appropriate labels, e.g. “Sn” means 1.
tokenizing, 2. POS-tagging, 3. no stemming and 4. removing stopwords. eS-
peak stands for a phonetic transcription to International Phonetic Alphabet,
which should reduce the effects of grammar mistakes and misspellings.
From this corpus we created two distributional scenarios based on the work of
Reyes et al. [2013]. Refer to Table 10.3 for the final statistics of the dataset.
Part of speech tagging was done using the Ark-tweet-nlp tool [Gimpel et al.,
2011].
Dataset \ Tweets Sarcastic Non-sarcastic
Czech 325 6,675
English Balanced 50,000 50,000
English Imbalanced 25,000 75,000
Table 10.3: The tweet distributions in datasets.
10.4 Results
For each preprocessing pipeline (refer to table 10.2) we assembled various sets
of features and employed two classifiers. Accuracy (micro F-measure) tends
to prefer performance on dominant classes in highly unbalanced datasets
[Manning et al., 2008], thus we chose macro F-measure as the evaluation
metric [Forman and Scholz, 2010], as it allows us to compare classification
results on different datasets. For statistical significance testing, we report
confidence intervals at α 0.05. Another applicable methods would be i.e.
two-matched-samples t Test or McNemar’s test [Japkowicz and Shah, 2011].
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Feature Set \ Pipeline Basic Sh ShPe Sl SlPe Sn SnPe
Baseline 1 (B1): n-gram 54.8 55.3 55.2 55.0 55.0 54.4 55.3
B1 + pattern 55.1 54.4 54.7 55.1 54.8 54.2 54.5
B1 + word-shape pattern 54.6 54.8 55.2 54.4 55.0 54.8 55.1
B1 + punctuation-based 54.7 48.8 48.8 48.8 48.8 53.8 55.5
B1 + pointedness 55.0 54.7 54.7 55.0 55.9 54.8 54.9
B1 + extended pointedness 54.5 48.8 48.8 48.8 48.8 54.7 54.6
B1 + POS n-gram 53.4 54.1 54.2 55.3 55.1 54.2 53.9
B1 + POS word-shape 55.0 55.6 55.2 54.8 54.6 55.8 54.4
B1 + skip-bigram 54.2 54.8 54.2 54.7 56.0 54.6 54.4
B1 + POS char. + emot. 55.5 54.7 55.6 55.2 55.4 55.2 53.9
B1 + POS char. + emot. + word-case 53.8 56.4 55.5 54.6 55.3 55.9 55.3
Character n-gram (3-6, min. occ. > 5) 53.0 52.7 53.2 53.9 54.7 52.0 53.2
Baseline 2 (B2) 55.0 55.2 55.4 56.8 56.2 54.7 54.0
B2 + FS1 52.3 48.8 48.8 48.8 48.8 52.0 52.9
B2 + FS1 + FS2 53.0 48.8 48.8 48.8 48.8 52.2 53.6
B2 + pattern 55.3 55.4 55.7 56.9 56.6 54.4 53.6
B2 + POS word-shape 55.5 55.8 55.4 57.0 56.3 55.3 54.7
B2 + POS char. + emot. + word-case 56.1 55.7 55.7 56.9 56.1 55.0 54.3
Table 10.4: Results on the Czech dataset with the MaxEnt classifier. Macro
F-measure, 95% confidence interval ≈ ±1.2. Best results are in bold. B2:
character n-gram (3-5, min. occurrence > 50) + skip-bigram + pointedness;
FS1: character n-gram (3-6, min. occurrence > 5) + extended pointedness;
FS2: POS word-shape + pattern + POS characteristics + emoticons +
word-case.
10.4.1 Czech
Tables 10.4 and 10.5 show the results on the Czech dataset. The best result
(F-measure 0.582) was achieved by the SVM classifier and a feature set en-
riched with patterns, utilizing stopwords removal and phonetic transcription
in the preprocessing step.
The importance of the appropriate preprocessing techniques for Czech is
evident from the improvement of results for various feature sets, e.g. the best
result for “Basic” pipeline (see line “B2 + pattern”). Both baselines show im-
provement on most preprocessing pipelines. The most significant difference is
visible on the second baseline with the MaxEnt classifier and the“Sl” pipeline
where the F-measure is 0.018 higher than the “Basic” pipeline with no addi-
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Feature Set \ Pipeline Basic Sh ShPe Sl SlPe Sn SnPe
Baseline 1 (B1): n-gram 55.8 54.6 54.5 54.6 55.5 56.0 53.9
B1 + pattern 55.6 54.0 54.3 54.6 55.7 55.4 55.6
B1 + word-shape pattern 54.9 55.0 53.8 55.2 55.1 55.4 55.3
B1 + punctuation-based 55.8 48.8 48.8 48.8 48.8 55.7 53.7
B1 + pointedness 55.9 54.5 53.1 54.6 54.3 55.4 54.6
B1 + extended pointedness 56.5 48.8 48.8 48.8 48.8 55.8 56.9
B1 + POS n-gram 54.0 54.1 54.0 54.7 53.4 54.5 53.9
B1 + POS word-shape 55.2 56.4 55.9 55.1 56.0 56.1 55.0
B1 + skip-bigram 55.9 55.3 54.8 55.4 55.0 56.1 55.2
B1 + POS char. + emot. 55.9 54.5 54.1 54.6 54.2 56.7 55.8
B1 + POS char. + emot. + word-case 55.6 54.5 54.3 55.1 55.5 56.3 56.4
Character n-gram (3-6, min. occ. > 5) 54.6 53.6 53.3 55.2 53.6 53.4 54.9
Baseline 2 (B2) 55.9 56.4 56.3 57.0 56.2 57.1 55.8
B2 + FS1 52.2 48.8 48.8 48.8 48.8 53.1 52.7
B2 + FS1 + FS2 54.0 48.8 48.8 48.8 48.8 54.4 54.3
B2 + pattern 56.8 57.0 56.7 56.5 57.5 57.1 58.2
B2 + POS word-shape 56.5 56.3 57.2 56.4 56.1 56.3 57.8
B2 + POS char. + emot. + word-case 56.2 55.7 55.8 56.0 56.0 57.0 56.0
Table 10.5: Results on the Czech dataset with the SVM classifier. Macro
F-measure, 95% confidence interval ≈ ±1.2. Best results are in bold. B2:
character n-gram (3-5, min. occurrence > 50) + skip-bigram + pointedness;
FS1: character n-gram (3-6, min. occurrence > 5) + extended pointedness;
FS2: POS word-shape + pattern + POS characteristics + emoticons +
word-case.
tional preprocessing. The n-gram baseline was significantly outperformed by
the SVM classifier with feature sets “B1 + POS characteristics + Emoticons
+ Word-case” and “B1 + extended pointedness” on the “SnPe” pipeline.
Error Analysis
To get a better understanding of the limitations of our approach, we inspected
100 random tweets from the Czech dataset, which were wrongly classified
by the SVM classifier with the best feature combination. We found 48 false
positives and 52 false negatives. The annotators disagreed upon 10% of these
tweets.
Non-sarcastic tweets were often about news, reviews, general information
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and user status updates. In most of the difficult cases of true negatives, the
tweet contains a question, insult, opinion or wordplay.
Understanding sarcasm in some tweets was often bound with broader
common knowledge (e.g. about news or celebrities), the context known only
to the author or authors opinion. Another difficulty poses subtle or sophist-
icated expression of sarcasm such as “I’m not sure whether you didn’t overdo
a bit the first part of the renovation - the demolition. :)” 7 or “Conservatism,
once something is in the school rules, it must be followed, forever, otherwise
anarchy will break out and traditional values will die.” 8
10.4.2 English
The results on both balanced and imbalanced English datasets are presented
in Table 10.6. In most cases the MaxEnt classifier significantly outperforms
the SVM classifier. The combination of majority of features (“B2 + FS1 +
FS2”) with the MaxEnt classifier yields the best results for both balanced
and imbalanced dataset distributions. This suggests that these features are
coherent. While no single feature captures the essence of sarcasm, all features
together provide useful linguistic information for detecting sarcasm at textual
level.
Balanced Distribution Both baselines were surpassed by various combina-
tions of feature sets with the MaxEnt classifier, although in some cases very
narrowly (“B1 + punctuation-based” and “B1 + pointedness” feature sets).
Although the SVM classifier has slightly worse results, it still performs reas-
onably, and we even recorded significant improvement over the baseline for
“B1 + POS word-shape”. The best results were achieved using the MaxEnt
classifier with “B2 + FS1 + FS2” (F-measure 0.947) and “B1 + word-shape
pattern” (F-measure 0.943) feature sets.
Imbalanced Distribution However, data in the real world do not necessar-
ily resemble the balanced distribution. Therefore we have also performed
the evaluation on an imbalanced distribution. The MaxEnt classifier clearly
achieves the best results. This experiment indicates that combinations of
features “B2 + FS1 + FS2” (F-measure 0.924) and “B1, word-shape pattern”
(F-measure 0.920) yields the best results for both balanced and imbalanced
dataset distribution.
7“Jestli jste tu prvn´ı cˇa´st rekonstrukce - demolici - trochu neprˇehnali . :)”
8“Konzervatismus , kdyzˇ je to jednou ve sˇkoln´ım rˇa´du , tak se to mus´ı dodrzˇovat , a to
navzˇdy , jinak vypukne anarchie a tradicˇn´ı hodnoty zemrˇou .”
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Dataset Balanced Imbalanced
Classifier MaxEnt SVM MaxEnt SVM
Feature set \ Results Fm CI Fm CI Fm CI Fm CI
Baseline 1 (B1): n-gram 93.28 0.16 92.86 0.16 90.76 0.18 90.44 0.18
B1 + pattern 94.25 0.14 93.13 0.16 91.86 0.17 90.22 0.18
B1 + word-shape pattern 94.33 0.14 93.17 0.16 92.01 0.17 90.35 0.18
B1 + punctuation-based 93.32 0.15 92.84 0.16 90.72 0.18 90.43 0.18
B1 + pointedness 93.29 0.16 92.99 0.16 91.00 0.18 90.07 0.19
B1 + extended pointedness 93.68 0.15 92.61 0.16 91.07 0.18 89.89 0.19
B1 + POS n-gram 93.66 0.15 92.64 0.16 91.20 0.18 89.85 0.19
B1 + POS word-shape 93.96 0.15 93.19 0.16 91.41 0.17 90.51 0.18
B1 + skip-bigram 93.63 0.15 93.17 0.16 90.99 0.18 90.48 0.18
B1 + POS char. + emot. 93.97 0.15 91.66 0.17 91.69 0.17 89.39 0.19
B1 + POS char. + emot.+word-case 93.96 0.15 91.54 0.17 91.61 0.17 88.89 0.19
Character n-gram (3-6, min. occ. > 5) 93.01 0.16 91.73 0.17 90.36 0.18 88.81 0.20
Baseline 2 (B2) 92.81 0.16 91.67 0.17 90.65 0.18 88.70 0.20
B2 + FS1 93.82 0.15 91.56 0.17 91.21 0.18 88.73 0.20
B2 + FS1 + FS2 94.66 0.14 91.39 0.17 92.37 0.16 88.62 0.20
B2 + pattern 93.60 0.15 91.66 0.17 90.86 0.18 88.82 0.20
B2 + POS word-shape 93.20 0.16 91.65 0.17 90.82 0.18 88.74 0.20
B2 + POS char. + emot. + word-case 93.21 0.16 91.07 0.18 89.98 0.19 88.40 0.20
Table 10.6: Results on the English dataset with the MaxEnt and SVM
classifiers. Macro F-measure (Fm) and 95% confidence interval (CI) are in %.
Best results are in bold. B2: character n-gram (3-5, min. occurrence > 50)
+ skip-bigram + pointedness; FS1: character n-gram (3-6, min. occurrence
> 5) + extended pointedness; FS2: POS word-shape + pattern + POS
characteristics + emoticons + word-case.
10.4.3 Discussion
To explain the huge difference in the performance between English and Czech,
we conducted an additional experiment in English. We sampled the “big-
data” English corpus (100k Tweets) to obtain the same distribution as on
the“small-data”Czech corpus (325 sarcastic and 6,675 non-sarcastic Tweets).
Feature combination“B2 + FS1 + FS2”achieves an F-measure of 0.734±0.01
(MaxEnt classifier) and 0.729 ± 0.01 (SVM). This performance drop shows
that the amount of training data plays a key role (≈ 0.92 on “big-data” vs. ≈
0.73 on“small-data”). However, these results are still significantly better than
in Czech (≈ 0.58). This demonstrates that Czech is a challenging language
in sarcasm detection, as in other NLP tasks.
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In addition, we also experimented with the Naive Bayes classifier and
with delta TF-IDF feature variants [Martineau and Finin, 2009, Paltoglou
and Thelwall, 2010] in both languages. However, the performance was not
satisfactory in comparison with the reported results.
10.5 Conclusions
We investigated supervised machine learning methods for sarcasm detection
on Twitter. As a pilot study for sarcasm detection in the Czech language,
we provide a large human-annotated Czech Twitter dataset containing 7,000
tweets with inter-annotator agreement κ = 0.54.
We created a large English Twitter corpus of 780k automatically-labeled
tweets. The dataset consists of a balanced distribution and an imbalanced
distribution, each containing 100,000 tweets, where the hashtag #sarcasm
was used as an indicator of sarcastic tweets.
The novel contributions of our work include the extensive evaluation of
two classifiers with various combinations of feature sets on both the Czech and
English datasets as well as a comparison of different preprocessing techniques
for the Czech dataset.
Our approaches significantly outperformed both baselines adapted from
related work9 in English and achieved F-measure of 0.947 and 0.924 on the
balanced and imbalanced datasets, respectively.10
The best result on the Czech dataset was achieved by the SVM classifier
with the feature set enriched with patterns yielding F-measure 0.582.
The whole project and the datasets are available at <http://liks.fav.
zcu.cz/sarcasm/> under GPL and Creative Commons BY-NC-SA license.
9Word unigrams, bigrams, trigrams [Liebrecht et al., 2013] and a set of language-
independent features (punctuation marks, emoticons, quotes, capitalized words, character
n-grams, and skip-grams) [Reyes et al., 2013].
10Note that the best result (F-measure 0.715 on the balanced distribution and F-measure
0.533 on the imbalanced distribution) from the related work was achieved by Reyes et al.
[2013] using decision trees classifier.
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11 Sentiment Analysis of Figurative
Language
Figurative language such as irony, sarcasm, and metaphor is considered a sig-
nificant challenge in sentiment analysis. These figurative devices can sculpt
the affect of an utterance and test the limits of sentiment analysis of sup-
posedly literal texts. In this chapter we explore the effect of figurative lan-
guage on sentiment analysis presented in [Hercig and Lenc, 2017].
11.1 Introduction
Recently there have been several experiments with sarcasm detection e.g.
[Pta´cˇek et al., 2014, Ghosh and Veale, 2016, Zhang et al., 2016, Poria et al.,
2016]. Although these works succeeded in their goal to detect variations of
sarcasm, one final step is still missing – the evaluation of sentiment analysis
with and without additional sarcasm indicators. There have been attempts
at investigating the impact of sarcasm on sentiment analysis [Maynard and
Greenwood, 2014] or thorough analysis of hashtags indicating sarcastic tweets
[Sulis et al., 2016]. However, the impact of figurative language (including
sarcasm) on sentiment analysis has not yet been studied in depth.
11.2 Datasets
We use the dataset from SemEval-2015 Task 11 [Ghosh et al., 2015] for
training and evaluation. Table 11.1 shows the mean polarity and the original
estimated tweet distributions1. The category type labels refer to the authors’
expectations of tweet category types in each segment of the dataset. To
ensure the validity of the task, the authors added the category other to the
test dataset.
1In the original publication there were some typos, we show the recalculated statistics.
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Table 11.2 contains the same statistics for our collected datasets2. We
separated data into the category types by using the harvesting criteria for
the datasets’ collection (e.g. the #irony hashtag)3. Table 11.3 shows the
detailed sentiment polarity distributions. The training data were provided
with rounded integer values and floating point values. However when we
rounded the real-valued scores we got different counts for individual polarity
values. This issue corresponds to the Train data columns int and rounded.
In our experiments we use rounded values wherever it is possible.
To compensate for the missing other category in the training data of
SemEval-2015 Task 11, we use the dataset from SemEval-2015 Task 10B
[Rosenthal et al., 2015] as additional training data. We were able to download
approximately 75.7% of the training data and 78.6% of the test data (see
Table 11.4).
For the SemEval-2015 Task 10B we evaluate on the test data and the
sarcasm dataset4 from the same task in SemEval-2014.
Type
Train Test Trial
Mean Polarity # Tweets Mean Polarity # Tweets Mean Polarity # Tweets
Sarcasm -2.25 5000 -2.02 1200 -1.94 746
Irony -1.70 1000 -1.87 800 -1.35 81
Metaphor -1.49 2000 -0.77 800 -0.34 198
Other – – -0.26 1200 – –
Overall -1.99 8000 -1.21 4000 -1.89 1025
Table 11.1: The tweet distributions and mean polarity in SemEval-2015 Task
11 datasets.
11.3 Convolutional Neural Network
The architecture of the proposed CNN is depicted in Figure 11.1. We use
similar architecture to the one proposed by Brychc´ın and Kra´l [2014]. The
input layer of the network receives a sequence of word indices from a dic-
tionary. The input vector must be of a fixed length. We solve this issue by
padding the input sequence to the maximum tweet length denoted M . A spe-
cial “PADDING” token is used for this purpose. The embedding layer maps
2Note that we were unable to download the whole Trial dataset due to perishability of
tweets.
3Separating tweets into category types is a rule-based approach.
4We were not able to download sufficient amount of tweets for the sarcasm dataset
from SemEval-2015 Task 10B.
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Type
Train Test Trial
Mean Polarity # Tweets Mean Polarity # Tweets Mean Polarity # Tweets
Sarcasm -2.25 4895 -2.05 1107 -2.00 612
Irony -1.70 1424 -1.85 763 -1.98 23
Metaphor -1.49 1681 -0.85 878 -0.67 91
Other – – -0.33 1252 – –
Overall -1.99 8000 -1.21 4000 -1.83 726
Table 11.2: The tweet distributions and mean polarity in SemEval-2015 Task
11 datasets by hashtags.
Value Test Train (int) Train (rounded) Trial orig. Trial downl.
-5 4 0 6 6 4
-4 100 361 364 90 56
-3 737 2954 2971 403 282
-2 1541 2911 2934 255 180
-1 680 909 861 87 67
0 298 347 345 50 40
1 169 164 165 51 39
2 155 197 197 41 29
3 201 106 106 32 23
4 111 49 49 9 6
5 4 2 2 1 0
SUM 4000 8000 8000 1025 726
Table 11.3: The tweet sentiment polarity distributions in SemEval-2015 Task
11.
the word indices to the real-valued embedding vectors of length L. The con-
volutional layer consists of NC kernels containing k×1 units and uses rectified
linear unit (ReLU) activation function. The convolutioanl layer is followed
by a max-pooling layer and dropout for regularization. The max-pooling
layer takes maxima from patches with dimensions (M − k + 1) × 1. The
output of the max-pooling layer is fed into a fully-connected layer. The fully
connected layer is optionally concatenated with the additional category-
type-binary-input layer that adds the information about hashtags used in
the tweet. The output layer is connected to this layer and has just one neuron
serving as a regressor.
In our experimental setup we use the embedding dimension L = 300
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Corpus Positive Negative Neutral Total Downloaded
Twitter2015-train 3,640 1,458 4,586 9,684 7,326 (76%)
Twitter2015-test 1,038 365 987 2,390 1,878 (79%)
Twitter2014-sarcasm 33 40 13 86 86 (100%)
Table 11.4: The tweet polarity distributions in SemEval-2015 Task 10B.
and NC = 40 convolutional kernels with 5× 1 units. The penultimate fully-
connected layer contains 256 neurons connected with the optional category-
type-binary input with 4 neurons. We train the network using adaptive
moment estimation optimization algorithm [Kingma and Ba, 2014]. Mean
square error is used as loss function.
11.4 Experiments
We perform regression experiments on the 11-point scale (-5, .., 0, .., 5)
for the SemEval-2015 task 11 and classification into positive, negative, and
neutral classes for SemEval-2015 task 10B.
11.4.1 Preprocessing
The same preprocessing has been done for all datasets. We use UDPipe
[Straka et al., 2016] with English Universal Dependencies 1.2 models for
POS tagging and lemmatization. Tokenization has been done by TweetNLP
tokenizer [Owoputi et al., 2013]. Preliminary experiments have shown that
lower-casing the data achieves slightly better results, thus all the experiments
are performed with lower-cased data. We further replace all user mentions
with the token “@USER” and all links with the token “$LINK”.
11.4.2 Regression
Regression has been done using CNN (Section 11.3) and Weka 3.6.6 [Hall
et al., 2009] with the M5P decision tree regression. We use the SemEval-2015
task 11 scorer to evaluate our results. Used features are unigrams with more
than two occurrences. We map the additional training data from SemEval-
2015 task 10B (-1 negative, 0 neutral, 1 positive) to the 11-point scale by
using multiplier 4 (-4 negative, 0 neutral, 4 positive). This corresponds to our
intuition that the positive and negative class should contain strong polarity
values.
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Figure 11.1: Neural network architecture.
We incorporate the figurative language indicators into the sentiment ana-
lysis process and compare the results with and without the additional inform-
ation about them. We use additional dataset to examine the results achieved
with extra training data and to compensate for the missing other category
in the training data.
First we use the preprocessed dataset. Then we remove the category types
harvesting criteria (e.g. the #irony hashtag) from the entire dataset. Finally
we add binary features indicating category types to the second experiment.
Table 11.5 shows the regression results, where system description“-nohash”
indicates removing the category types and “-nohash + #” signifies the same
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Train System Sarcasm Irony Metaphor Other Overall
Data Description Cosine MSE Cosine MSE Cosine MSE Cosine MSE Cosine MSE
T11 Best 0.904 0.934 0.918 0.673 0.655 3.155 0.612 3.411 0.758 2.117
T11 CLaC 0.892 1.023 0.904 0.779 0.655 3.155 0.584 3.411 0.758 2.117
T11 CPH 0.897 0.971 0.886 0.774 0.325 5.014 0.218 5.429 0.625 3.078
T11 PRHLT 0.891 1.028 0.901 0.784 0.167 5.446 0.218 4.888 0.623 3.023
T11 CNN 0.908 0.893 0.863 1.049 0.402 4.641 0.361 4.408 0.652 2.846
T11 -nohash 0.901 0.942 0.886 0.897 0.420 4.554 0.236 5.822 0.606 3.254
T11 -nohash + # 0.899 0.995 0.879 0.928 0.277 5.134 0.291 4.772 0.620 3.073
T10+T11 CNN 0.900 0.957 0.880 0.924 0.620 3.401 0.633 2.966 0.755 2.116
T10+T11 -nohash 0.851 1.523 0.860 1.163 0.547 3.876 0.518 3.786 0.691 2.679
T10+T11 -nohash + # 0.880 1.269 0.876 0.976 0.573 3.759 0.591 3.219 0.724 2.370
T11 M5P 0.908 0.888 0.903 0.802 0.291 5.040 0.277 4.588 0.636 2.941
T11 -nohash 0.910 0.874 0.876 0.962 0.378 4.921 0.190 4.917 0.625 3.045
T11 -nohash + # 0.909 0.893 0.891 0.845 0.357 4.825 0.274 4.599 0.640 2.907
T10+T11 M5P 0.834 1.720 0.863 1.140 0.525 3.986 0.410 4.121 0.658 2.858
T10+T11 -nohash 0.816 1.678 0.832 1.295 0.468 4.341 0.388 4.469 0.623 3.063
T10+T11 -nohash + # 0.912 0.858 0.877 0.958 0.397 4.639 0.381 4.549 0.654 2.862
Table 11.5: Results on the SemEval-2015 Task 11. Training data T11 and
T10 denote the respective tasks’ datasets used for training. System descrip-
tion“-nohash” indicates removing the category types harvesting criteria (e.g.
the #irony hashtag), “-nohash + #” signifies the same plus binary features
indicating category types.
plus binary features indicating category types.5
Removing the category type indicators deteriorates the results for most
cases, except for the category Metaphor without additional training data,
where the results are actually better. We believe this is due to the removal
of words that results in less uncertainty for the model. A similar case is the
CNN model for Irony without additional training data.
Restoration of the category types using binary features again improves
the results in most cases, with the exception of the category Metaphor. This
suggests that figurative language does matter and information about the
given figurative language helps improve sentiment analysis.
Metaphor seems to be very hard to correctly assign sentiment polarity.
5Note that the category results are not directly comparable to the SemEval-2015 task
11 results.
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We believe this is caused by the datasets’ composition, because the training
dataset does not contain the category Other, thus the tweets that do not
belong into the Irony or Sarcasm categories must belong to the Metaphor
category. This claim presumes that the Other category is not present in the
training dataset. We believe this is the reason why the Metaphor category is
suffering in the “-nohash + #” setting. Moreover, tweets from training data
in this category such as “@USER we’re the proverbial frog getting slowly
boiled in the pot of water.” may not contain words that can be removed as
figurative language indicators.
Additional training data directly improves results for Metaphor and Other,
however the results for Sarcasm and Irony are worse. This effect is dimin-
ished in the “-nohash + #” setting. The results for the “-nohash” setting are
consistently worse for all category types.
The best results are achieved with additional training data and basic
setting with best results for the category types Metaphor and Other, which
confirms the claim by Ghosh et al. [2015] i.e. there is a strong correlation
between the overall performance and performance on the category Metaphor
and Other.
Regardless of the categories, the Overall column in Table 11.5 is directly
comparable to the SemEval-2015 Task 11 results. We can see that removing
the figurative language indicators always deteriorates the results and their
restoration by the binary figurative language features again improves the
results for all cases. This supports our hypothesis that figurative language
affects sentiment analysis.
11.4.3 Classification
The classification experiment in Table 11.6 was performed using the Max-
imum Entropy classifier from Brainy [Konkol, 2014]. This experiment shows
that even small in-domain (sarcasm) training data can help improve results.
Used features are unigrams and bigrams with more than five occurrences. We
train the Maximum Entropy classifier on the SemEval-2015 Task 10B train-
ing data (Twitter2013-train cleansed) and test on Twitter2015-test data and
the Twitter2014-sarcasm data.
The F1 score for test data changes just slightly with additional training
data (tweets containing sarcasm from SemEval-2015 Task 11 trial data6).
6We mark tweets as positive for polarity ≥ 1 and negative for polarity ≤ −1.
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The additional training data cause slight improvement on the test data and
greatly improve the results on the sarcasm dataset. Our simple solution
is competitive on the sarcasm dataset with the best results achieved with
lexicons, classifier ensembles, and various dictionaries.
Description
Test Sarcasm
F1 F1
Best Result 0.648 0.591
CLaC 0.620 0.514
MaxEnt 0.527 0.457
MaxEnt + trial 0.533 0.547
Table 11.6: Results on the SemEval-2015 Task 10B.
11.5 Conclusion
We have shown that figurative language can affect sentiment analysis. In our
regression experiments removing the figurative language indicators deteri-
orates the results and their restoration by the figurative language features
again improves the results on the whole dataset. The classification exper-
iment shows that even small in-domain (sarcasm) training data can help
improve results.
Our approach is simple without fine-tuned features and lexicons. We only
use extra training data, which was allowed for this task. We evaluate on the
SemEval-2015 Task 11 data and outperform the first team with our CNN
model and additional training data in terms of MSE and we follow closely
behind the first place in terms of cosine similarity. Our CNN model without
additional training data would have achieved the fourth place in terms of
MSE and the seventh place in terms of cosine similarity.
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We present our contributions to the sentiment analysis task.
Automatic sentiment analysis in the Czech environment has not been
thoroughly targeted by the research community. Therefore it was necessary
to create publicly available labeled datasets as well as to evaluate the current
state-of-the-art methods.
Contributions
• We created a large-scale labeled corpora (10k Facebook posts, 90k
movie reviews, and 130k product reviews) [Habernal et al., 2013].
• We have done an in-depth research on machine learning methods and
preprocessing for sentiment analysis of Czech social media [Habernal
et al., 2013, 2014].
• We evaluated and compared feature selection algorithms and we invest-
igated the influence of named entity recognition on sentiment analysis
[Habernal et al., 2014].
• We created two new Czech corpora within the restaurant domain for
the aspect-based sentiment analysis task: one labeled for supervised
training (2.15k sentences), and the other unlabeled for unsupervised
training (514k sentences) [Hercig et al., 2016b].
• We achieved state-of-the-art results in Czech aspect-based sentiment
analysis with word clusters created using semantic models [Hercig et al.,
2016b].
• We achieved state-of-the-art results in the aspect-based sentiment ana-
lysis task of SemEval 2016 in nine experiments among the constrained
systems and in two experiments among the unconstrained systems
[Hercig et al., 2016a].
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• We were the first to use neural networks for sentiment analysis in Czech
[Lenc and Hercig, 2016].
• We have done the first automatic detection of sarcasm in Czech and
outperformed state-of-the-art methods in English [Pta´cˇek et al., 2014].
• We created Czech sarcasm corpus consisting of 7k manually-labeled
tweets and a large English corpus consisting of 780k automatically-
labeled tweets [Pta´cˇek et al., 2014].
• We confirmed that figurative language affects sentiment analysis and
that the use of figurative language indicators improves results [Hercig
and Lenc, 2017].
• We achieved state-of-the-art results on the Task 11 SemEval-2015 [Hercig
and Lenc, 2017].
Additional research
• We explored the word order freedom of languages [Kubon et al., 2016].
• We explored stance detection [Hercig et al., 2017] in Czech.
• We explored flame detection [Steinberger et al., 2017] in Czech.
• We proposed new evaluation measure for word embeddings in [Konkol
et al., 2017].
12.1 Fulfilment of the Thesis Goals
In the following paragraphs, we summarize our contributions according to
the thesis goals.
• Deal with specific properties of Czech language in the senti-
ment analysis environment.
We explored different preprocessing techniques including social-media
specific tokenization, POS tagging, stemming, lemmatization, stop-
words removal, lower-casing, and phonetic transcription in [Habernal
et al., 2013] and [Habernal et al., 2014]. The most promising prepro-
cessing pipeline includes stemming and either lower-casing or phonetic
transcription.
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We used similar preprocessing pipelines to the previous approach in
[Pta´cˇek et al., 2014] only with less variations. Phonetic transcription
proved most effective.
The remaining publications dealing with Czech language [Hercig et al.,
2016b, Lenc and Hercig, 2016, Hercig et al., 2017, Steinberger et al.,
2017] simply used one preprocessing pipeline. We usually employed
lower-casing and depending on preliminary experiments, we also re-
moved diacritics.
Semantic features in [Hercig et al., 2016b] also improved the results
by e.g. clustering different word forms with similar meaning into one
cluster, thus reducing the data sparsity problem in Czech.
• Use additional semantic and/or syntactic information to im-
prove sentiment analysis.
We used syntactic features in [Habernal et al., 2013, 2014]. We signi-
ficantly outperformed the baseline and achieved F-measure 0.69 using
a combination of features including POS tags.
Semantic features helped to improve results in [Hercig et al., 2016b].
We used word clusters from semantic models. Especially CBOW and
GloVe models proved to be very useful.
We achieved state-of-the art results in [Hercig et al., 2016a] with various
combinations of both semantic and syntactic features (including POS
tags, word dependencies from parse tree, and sentence structure).
• Explore the influence of figurative language (e.g. sarcasm) on
sentiment analysis.
We first explored sarcasm detection in both Czech and English in
[Pta´cˇek et al., 2014]. We created Czech sarcasm corpus consisting of 7k
manually-labeled tweets and a large English corpus consisting of 780k
automatically-labeled tweets. We set the state of the art in Czech and
outperformed state-of-the-art methods in English.
Later in [Hercig and Lenc, 2017], we explored the influence of figurative
language including sarcasm in English. Results showed that removing
the figurative language indicators deteriorates the results and their res-
toration by the figurative language features again improved the results
on the whole dataset. Our classification experiment showed that even
small in-domain (sarcasm) training data can help improve results.
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12.2 Future Work
Sentiment analysis is a wide area with great potential and many research
directions. One direction is stance detection, which is somewhat similar to
sentiment analysis. We want to supplement stance detection dataset with
sentiment annotation and explore the similarities of these tasks.
Given that there are vast amounts of data not only on social networks,
but on the whole world wide web, the outputs of standard approaches need
to be summarized for human readers. We want to study stance and sen-
timent summarization which should aim at identifying the most important
utterances.
Another interesting research direction, that could tell us more about the
motivation for certain opinions and stances, is the field of argumentation and
reasoning.
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